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INTRODUCTION

Since our last Year Book, the Society has shown interest in the local scene
by inviting the editor of our local newspaper, The Somerset Standard, to talk
to us about his work. Subsequently, the Society paid a visit to Bath to see how
the news is gathered, corrected and printed. Development of the long awaited
Frome by-pass was discussed with the contractor's resident engineer who was
able to explain the problems confronted and the difficulties overcome. A new
series of plaques, designed by Brian Gill, has been inaugurated, the first being
installed at 2, North Parade to commemorate the 250th anniversary of the
Champneys Arms. Others are in the course of preparation and will follow in
due time. Our collaboration with the Somerset Trust for Nature Conservation
was greeted with enthusiasm when it started and continues to benefit both
parties.

Current outings are well attended and membership is increasing to the point
where difficulties might arise due to the large numbers of people wishing to
take part in the activities of the Society. Programmes are devised to do those
things which members find most attractive and lectures are chosen to suit the
needs of the majority. By so doing, the process of'painless education' is
accomplished and a knowledge and awareness of our history and social
structure built up. Naturally, a fair balance is needed to keep within the
objectives of the Society, but the high level of attendance at meetings indicates
that this is being achieved. At the same time encouragement and financial
support is available to authors of local histories or related studies and to any
individual or group wishing to undertake research into subjects which fall
within the Society's sphere of interest

Although more aptly described as a heritage rather than a learned society,
Frome Society for Local Study comprises a friendly, sociable group of open-
minded enquiring people, eager to keep brains and bodies alert In pursuit of
these objectives it has come to occupy a niche in the life of Frome in which
it is now well-established and in which it seems set to continue for many years
to come.

L.V. Bowring, Chairman
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Earliest memories
My very earliest recollection was as a child of four years. At this tender

age I was plucked from the family hearth and rushed into Frome Isolation
Hospital. This, I remember, was a long, low, green painted building one storey
high situated in Green Lane which was then on the very edge of the town.
The horse-drawn vehicle which conveyed me was referred to as the "Black
Maria".

I had diphtheria which in those days could be a killer. The trauma of my
sudden parting from the family was mitigated somewhat when my father and
younger brother were admitted and occupied adjacent beds. It appeared that
I was a germ carrier and although this conferred some extra status on me it
also entailed a lot of extra treatment. Swabs were constantly taken. This was
a most unpleasant business which involved the insertion of cotton wool deeply
into the nostrils. However, once recovery was assured the three of us made
the best of things and had as much fun as we could make during the period
of our recuperation. I think that shortly after the hospital closed because when,
some months later, my mother was thought to have contracted the same illness
she was isolated in a hospital in Shepton Mallet The only day we could visit
was a Sunday and as there was no bus we had to travel by taxi. This was the
first time that I had ever been in a car.

Most of the next few years were punctuated by illness as the family ran the
whole gamut of infectious diseases; chicken pox, measles, german measles,
whooping cough, scarlet fever. In those pre-immunisation days epidemics
followed one upon another.

The thirties was an interesting period to grow up in. As the decade moved
on the effects of the depression gradually softened. The queues at the labour
exchange in Keyford got shorter, more motor vechicles appeared on the roads,
radio sets appeared in many more front parlours and the two cinemas did
roaring business. It was indeed an exciting time for a growing lad. I can just
remember Lord Weymouth campaigning in the area for the General Electon
of 1931. By 1935, now more aware of national events, I recall taking a greater
interest in the election of that year. "Don't be late, vote for Tate" was the slogan
of the time. The electors, not knowing that this would be the last election for
10 years, did indeed vote for Mavis Tate and Frome became one of the few
constituencies to return a woman member.

GROWING UP IN FROME IN THE1930s
BY STANLEY G. SMITH
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The decade was also noteworthy for royal events. In 1934.the Duke of Kent
married the Greek Princess Marina. She became the darling of the nation and
attracted equally as much adulation as did princesses of a later generation.
1935 saw the Silver Jubilee of King George V, which for children meant a
day off school and a beanfeast, not to mention a Jubilee mug. Unfortunately,
early the following year the old King died and a period of gloom followed. I
remember the black-edged newspapers well.

There now followed a period of great anticipation as events moved towards
the coronation of Edward VIII. The erstwhile Prince of Wales was arguably
the most popular man in the country and the prospect of another great national
beano was just "what the doctor ordered". Preparations for Christmas were
well under way when the news broke. Freelance schoolkid carol singers (of
which there were many) quickly picked up and echoed the famous parody,

"Hark the herald angels sing,
Mrs Simpson's pinched our king."

Schooldays
1937 was the year that most profoundly influenced my future course in life.

In the autumn of 1936 I had been entered with some other pupils of Wesley
school for the scholarship examination for entry into secondary education.
Wesley school had a good reputation at that time for scholarship successes.

The headmaster was Mr T.J. Slee, an excellent teacher who nevertheless
ruled the school with a rod of iron. "Jimmy", as he was called behind his back,
had a cane as long as himself. Punishment was never summary. Canings were
always carried out at morning assembly on the day following the offence. This
ensured that the chastisement was delivered impassionately and gave the
unfortunate transgressors several hours to contemplate their fate. I do not wish
to give the impression that this was a latter day "Do the boys Hall". Most
schools at the time imposed this sort of dicipline and Jimmy Slee was generally
respected and liked by his pupils.

I remember the building as a spartan sort of place. It was heated by coke
stoves in the winter and desks distant from these sources of heat were little
islands of misery. School milk was not free in those days. We had to take 2.5d.
on a Monday morning to pay for the week's supply Often in a severe winter
the milk arrived frozen in the bottles and were stood in baths of water on top
of the stoves. The drinking straws then were, of course, real stalks of straw!
One term the milk doubled in price to 5d. per week, and such was the local
poverty that many kids had to go without

Out of class and in the playground the most vigorous game played was the
ever popular tag, which we called "touch". Five-stones was immensely
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popular and kids would spend hours polishing up their stones using a variety
of material to make sure that each set had its own individuality. Conkers were
played in season, various tricks of pickling or baking were employed to harden
a favourite chestnut Cigarette cards were myriad and provided us with a form
of schoolbpy currency - almost anything could be exchanged or bought with
these. We played a peculiar game called "flicks" where cigarette cards were
flicked against a wall. There were many variations of this game and cards
changed hands by the hundred, none of course fit to be collector's items
afterwards.

Somewhere in the 1930s the yo-yo appeared and was an immediate hit
Yo-yos were to be seen everywhere in a variety of colours and materials. I
recall that in the town carnival the Scott brothers rode in the procession on
horseback, wearing military uniform and operating outsize Yo-yos. They
called themselves the Yo-Yo Yeomanry.

The carnival with the attendent fair and Cheese Show was always a highlight
of the year as was the Whitsun Bun Procession. Surprisingly, in view of the
cost involved in those less than affluent days, much more than now was made
of Guy Fawkes night when hundreds of bonfires could be seen about the town
in back gardens. For weeks we sought extra errands to run and were much
more attentive to good behaviour, in order to wheedle the maximum pocket
money for the purchase of our ha'penny and penny bangers, crackers, and
Catherine wheels. At 6d. each rockets were considered poor value. Big bangs
were the order of the day - the louder the better.

Secondary School
I duly passed the scholarship examination. This meant I could go on to the

County Secondary School in Bath Road and was tremendously important to
my future career. There were about 30/40 scholarships per year but the
majority of pupils left school at 14 years of age and the very best they could
expect on leaving was a craft apprenticeship. This is not to say that they were
failures; many, in fact did very well for themselves; but the extra two years
schooling at Bath Road were invaluable and the school certificate at the end
of it was often the passport to better things. A very lucky few, usually those
with affluent parents, made it to univesity or teachers training college. In the
early summer of the year successful scholars were required to attend at Bath
Road for the formality of the school entrance exam. And a personal interview
with the head.

I remember nothing of the entrance exam, but can recall vividly the ordeal
of my first confrontation with the redoubtable T. T. Foster. We were required
to read a passage aloud from a book and then answer questions
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posed by the Head. When my turn came I entered his study, prickly and
uncomfortable in my best (and only) suit. The day was hot the low corrugated
iron building was like an oven (at this time the new school buildings were at
foundation stage). Overcome by the occasion and the heat, I found the printed
page swimming before my eyes and could make no sense of it. The taste of
impending failure was bitter in my mouth. Fortunately Mr Foster was an astute
and kindly man behind his stern and military facade. He sensed my distress
and allowed me time to recover.

Thus in September 1937 I joined the first form of the County Secondary
School in Bath Road. The intake at this time was as always, a democratic mix.
Apart from the scholarship pupils from the council and chapel schools there
were the Bluecoat Boys. These lads passed a similar exam, as the rest of us,
but being Church of England were also entitled to a monetary grant in order
to buy uniform or other clothing. This was because of a bequest from a
benefactor of the old free school which had been based in the Blue House.
There were also places for private, fee paying pupils. Some of these graduated
from the adjacent preparatory school, others were "failed" scholarship
candidates whose affluent parents could afford to pay. There were also, by
some strange arrangement, a few places for scholarship pupils from Wiltshire,
which practically always meant Warminster and Corsley. The biggest culture
shock was the presence of girls (in fact the school population was a 50/50
mix). Co-educational secondary schools were not common in the 1930s.

Our new home
Having overcome the excitement of my educational transition a further

upheaval took place in November when the family moved house. For about
10 years the family had lived in the Butts. My father was a house painter and
sign-writer working for his father, W. H. Smith, whose workshops were also
in the Butts. The house we shared with an uncle and his family used to be a
public house called the Somerset Arms. This had closed down sometime
during or just after the Great War and had then been acquired by my grandfather.

Unfortunately, grandfather was reluctant to move with the rapidly changing
times and techniques of his branch of the building trade so my father decided
to go his own way. In November, 1937, Sidney Smith with wife, three sons
and an infant daughter moved to Christchurch Street East Our removal from
the almost rural atmosphere of the Butts to the hustle of "Behind Town" as
some of the old 'uns still called it was a day to remember.
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I remember it particularly well. It all took place on my eleventh birthday
and seriously disrupted any celebrations that might have been anticipated. On
return from school to a strange house my makeshift birthday tea was shared
with the removal man, a Mr Udell.

The Udells were a well known family in Frome then and were entrepeneurs
in many fields, including removals, coal hauling and even a fish and chip
shop. We used to solemnly tell the younger kids that the "F.U.D.C." displayed
on the council carts and trucks stood for "Frank Udell's Dung Cart". The house
we moved into belonged to a Mr Frederick Cannon. He had lived in the house
and used the adjoining two storey workshops and the surrounding land for a
variety of enterprises. There was a smith's forge and a wheelwright's shop.

Mr Cannon had been one of the pioneers of radio in Frome (or "wireless"
as it was then called, a complete misnomer as yards of wire were needed to
ensure reception, attached to a 30 feet high pole in the back garden.) The top
floor of the workshop had been used for charging the accumulators for battery
powered sets. Although mains powered sets were available, many houses in
Frome still used gas and coal as the prime source of light and heat, therefore
this service was in great demand. The heavy, lead accumulators had been
transported to the first floor by means of a hand cranked lift, a piece of
apparatus that afforded much amusement to me and my brothers when
eventually my father took over this part of the building as a workshop for his
expanding painting business.

When we first arrived the forge had been taken over by farrier Jim Jackson.
A Mr Rogers operated the wheelwright's shop which was on the first floor
but with access from the back. His iron turntable was out of doors on land
level with our back garden which was elevated to eaves level of the house.
Between the forge and our house was a small lock-up shop operated by a Mr
Mitchell. He was what we called a "snobber" which I can only judge was a
local colloquialism for a cobbler. The poor chap was a deaf mute and very
industrious. In fact we used to call him, quite unjustly, Chu Chin Chow (from
the local operatic show) because, in the words of the song he "cobbled all
night and he cobbled all day".

Our new home was on three floors. The ground floor contained two
spacious living rooms and a large kitchen. A small back yard was enclosed
by an outside toilet, outhouse and wash-house - the latter with a large coal
fired copper for boiling the laundry. A retaining wall held back the elevated
garden which was reached by climbing several steps. The large cellar was
used to store coal and logs. On the first floor were.three bedrooms, another
toilet and something I had never seen before - a bathroom!
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This was serviced by a huge gas geyser. At last we were spared the drudgery
of heating up small quantities of water to slowly fill a portable galvanised bath.

Bath time now became sheer bliss and an epidemic of cleanliness almost
broke out amongst the younger generation. On the top floor were two large
attics which became temporary play rooms for some unruly children. My father
eventually took over and bought the house and workshops for his own use but
in the intervening years the forge and the wheelwright's shop were magic places
for we kids.

Jim Jackson, the farrier, was the very epitome of an English blacksmith,
brawny and good looking. We would watch enthralled as he worked the
bellows, firing sparks up the chimney and hammering horse-shoes into shape
with massive hands and arms. What we enjoyed most of all was the moment
he presented the hot shoe to the horse's hoof. This would cause an acred cloud
of smoke to blanket the building adding to the smell of horse dung, the
ammoniac smell of animal urine, soot and the acidic smell of hot metal
quenched in water. We loved it! This pleasure was not shared by our mother
when on occasions we had left the door open and allowed these same odours
to permeate the house.

By contrast Mr Rogers, the wheelwright was a little stick of a man. We were
not allowed into his workshop to witness his woodworking skills, but he was
unable to prevent us gazing over our garden wall when operations moved
outdoors for the fitting of the steel tyre. On the ground was a circular steel
plate with a central boss with the same diameter as a cart axle. The finished
wheel was mounted on the boss while nearby the preforged steel rim was
reheated in a sort of circular bonfire of shavings and wood off-cuts. When the
rim was sufficiently expanded by the heat Mr Rogers and an assistant would
grab the tyre with tongs and drop it over the wooden rim of the wheel. This
was accomplished at some speed and for several seconds there was frantic
activity with hammers to ensure that the rim was correctly positioned. To this
excitement was added the smell of scorching wood and the occasional lick of
flame as the wheel took fire, and finally an almighty hiss as the whole thing
was doused in water.

My father
In recalling these memories I find that time has blurred some of the images

and fogged the lines of once well known faces, but what does remain
unadulterated by the passing years is the memory of all the odours and
fragrances associated with sights now seldom seen. My father's trade of painter
and decorator was redolent of red lead, white lead, coach varnish and
turpentine. His work clothes and apron al ways gave off an odour of putty or
linseed oil.
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He was a past master at handling paint, in the earlier days even to mixing
his own colours. He was an accomplished sign writer and for many years
examples of his work could be seen on shop fascias, pub signs, and the
coachwork of commercial lorries and vans. He was a familiar sight in the
streets of Frome with his trestles and planks straddling, perilously it often
seemed, the local steeply sloping pavements as he adorned shop facias in situ,
oblivious to the jostling shoppers below him. Sometimes he was afforded the
luxury of having the work brought to him so that signs could be painted in
the relative comfort and peace and quiet of his own workshop. This was
sometimes necessary for the more prestigious jobs when work in gold leaf
was specified. Applying gold leaf was an art in itself and on occasions we
kids were allowed to watch, and to hope that the tricky operation went well.

Surprisingly, sign writers were often called upon for "rush"jobs, items that
were required for the next day. The most notable of these were the undertaker's
"breast plates" for coffins. These were highly polished brass plates upon which
the details of the deceased were sign written in black paint, often in gothic
lettering. Father would sometimes have several of these in a week to do,
especially in winter when the mortality rate was higher. These jobs were
considered "overtime" and were done in the evening after a day's work, and
although these items were soon to be consigned to the cold earth, as a matter
of pride he would take as much care with them as with a more lasting
memorial. A perhaps macabre side effect of all this was that our family was
well "in the know" about local bereavements! Another, less morbid rush job
was writing the number plates for Mr Difazio's new motor cycles.

One of the outstanding fashions in decorations during this period was
"graining". This was accomplished by applying a coat of stain over a light
ground colour. While the stain was still wet it was combed with steel combs
of various gauges to simulate a wood grain. More complicated wood-grain
patterns, including knots, were added by using a stick, a piece of cloth or even
a finger. In this way the humblest of front doors could be transformed into a
thing of pseudo-oaken beauty. This form of decoration was very popular in
pubs where there was often a lot of wainscoting and wooden panelled counters.

House decorating was much more onerous in the 30s than it is today.
Modern plastics in paints, adhesives and fillers have now transformed the
trade. My father had no motorised transport until some years after the war.
Consequently all equipment and materials were transported to the site on hand
trucks. Ladders, trestles, pasteboards, buckets, paints, distemper, wallpaper
were all piled up or suspended from a pair of trucks about five feet by three
in size. This was trundled through the streets to the job, long detours
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sometimes made to avoid Frome's hills. It was no picnic. After the age of 13
I sometimes worked for father during the summer hols, and helping to push
a loaded set of trucks home after a day's work is not a job I look back on with
any sentimental nostalgia. 1 lappily, due to other circumstances my career did
not turn in this direction in later years, although my two younger brothers
carried on a family tradition started by their great-grandfather in the last
century.

Such was my fathers devotion to paint that his only hobby outside of
gardening was painting in oils. He was also an expert calligrapher and was
sometimes required to produce an "illuminated address", another fad of the
day.

Christchurch Street East
I can not imagine that Christchurch Street East was ever a pretty street. It

wasn't when I was a kid and it isn't now. The western end of Behind Town
was always the classier in my time. After all they had the Conservative Club,
the Police Station, Memorial Hall, Fire Station and two doctor's surgeries,
not to mention Christ Church itself. Christchurch Street East was not even as
long as the West but it was full of variety. There was a hotel at each end. At
the Bath Street end was the Lamb Hotel. At the junction with Vicarage Street
was Minty's Temperance Hotel - two highly contrasting establishments.

The Lamb Hotel, flagship of the Lamb Brewery, was part of a complex of
buildings which extended to the top of Gentle Street and included the
brewery's registered office. Opposite, the towering brewery building
dominated the cross road scene where Bath Street bisected Christchurch Street
into its eastern and western halves. The sad removal of the brewery from the
street and from the cross-roads is certainly one of the major alterations in
Frome during my time. The whole triangle of land bounded by Gorehedge,
Wesley Slope and Christchurch Street belonged to the Lamb in those days,
and included the Brewery itself, bottling plant and garages for the drays. On
certain days it contributed its own smell to the street when a heady mixture
of malt and hops seeped out into the atmosphere.

A few yards along from the pub was Mr Hall's grocery shop which soon
became the family's supplier, but we kids preferred the Toffee Shop in
Keyford both for variety and value. A few paces on brought one to Perkins
Dry Cleaning business, but the most memorable establishment in the street
was sited on the corner of Blind House Lane. This was Morgan's Variety
Stores.

This emporium was presided over by the formidable May Morgan. May
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was a small dumpling of a woman but what she lacked in stature she made
up in spirit She could be fiery if crossed and we never lingered long in the
shop. The building was dingy inside and out. I recall that the woodwork
outside was weathered grey and very little evidence of paint remained. The
only touch of colour was provided by the enamelled advertising sign
extrolling the virtues of "Rinso" and "Recketts Blue".

The gloom of the interior was relieved by the glow of an unshaded gas
mantle. May's main lines were paraffin, methylated spirits, candles, and gas
mantles, cleaning and household materials, mousetraps and various
hardware items. The atmosphere reeked of paraffin and tallow. The whole
place must have been a fire-trap. (In later years there was indeed a quite
serious fire there.) Opposite Morgan's in Blind House Lane was the old
Soup Kitchen. In the 30s this was used by the "Welfare" people to distribute
"Virol" and cod liver oil, the scourge of children at that time, when all
medicines had to taste nasty in order to do any good. Adjoining this was St
John's infants school and the newly built senior school.

Muddy when wet, dusty when dry: Portway before tarmac. Minty's Temperance Hotel is in the centre,
Garston Lodge on the right. About 1910.

Only a small courtyard separated the school playground from the other pub
in the street This was the Victoria Inn, probably built or named for one of
the old Queen's later jubilees. The landlord when we first came to the street
was a Mr Evans. At carnival time he used to lead the Town Band at the head
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of the procession in the guise of a Red Indian. He was a most impressive figure
and in this part always stripped to the waist, whatever the weather. Next to the
pub was a garage repair shop and filling station, with hard cranked petrol pump.

Further down the road was Charles Barnes's builders yard and carpenters
shop. Almost next door lived Mr Percy Oswick, well known in Frome's musical
circles, who was a piano and organ tuner. Finally at the junction with Vicarage
Street, Minty's Temperance Hotel was run by Mrs Minty while her husband
Sam Minty had a greengrocer's shop as part of the ground floor. It still stands
and is in the hands of the same family and the greengrocery shop has hardly
changed. Opposite Minty's was a piece of derelict land hidden by advertising
hoardings. This, my father once told me had been the site of a flimsy building
which was used by travelling variety and theatrical companies, before the old
Palace Theatre in King Street was available. Apparently one day it blew down
in the wind and was never re-erected.

Continuing westward along the southern side of the street a long line of
cottages elevated from the level of the roadway formed that part of the street
called Stokes Croft. This is largly unaltered today. Next to this came our house
and the workshop already described in detail. The workshop was demolished
in 1987. There can be no regrets about this. It was an ugly building and its
disappearance can only enhance the look of the street My only regret is for the
one or two ghosts that might have been disturbed.

A further row of more substantial cottages opposite the school and Morgan's
shop are much the same as they were. The spot now occupied by the erstwhile
Frome Chemical Co. factory was then mainly grassed, but I recall a white-
painted wooden building which was Wheeler's Photographic Studios. Next to
this, but standing well back from the road was a fairly modern house called
"Fairlawn", which was confusing because Fairlawn House, the showpiece of
the street was on the opposite side of the road (and still is). "Fairlawn" was
demolished along with most of the cottages and shops in Gorehedge which met
the same sad fate as the brewery. The only building in this vicinity to survive
the marauding march of time was the old public convenience which still stands
four square to serve us.

In addition to the regular places of trade and commerce, the street was also subject
to regular visitations from itinerant tradesmen and craftsmen. Fresh fish arrived
frequently at Frome railway station and traders pushed open carts up the street crying
"Weymouth mackerel, Weymouth maaakereeel". Cooked cockles were sold door to
door from open wicker baskets; gypsies peddled wooden clothes pegs, lace and artificial
flowers and offered to tell fortunes for a silver threepenny piece; tinkers and scissors
grinders plied their trades; totters and rag and bone men bought and sold; "Johnny
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Fortnights" sold clothing on tick; poachers would appear at back doors with
rabbits and pigeons. Occasionally a barrel organ would appear and sometimes
a two or three piece brass band. These poor chaps were usually disabled
veterans of the Great War.

Sights and Sounds of the 30s

Motor traffic was relatively light so that the ambient buzz we live with today
was unknown. One could pick out the note of a single motor car several streets
away. Transport was in a transient state. True, motor traffic was increasing
but there were still many horses employed on the road and the farm. As lads
during school holidays we often supplemented our pocket money by following
horse drawn carts in hope of claiming the horse droppings, which we
afterwards sold to gardeners. Old prams or soap boxes on pram wheels were
used to store and convey the stuff.

Due to the lightness of the motor traffic other sounds were easier to pick
out Most of the factories employed steam whistles or hooters to call the people
to work. These were usually sounded at 8am. and 1pm. St John's Church clock
chimed every quarter, struck every hour, and every three hours played a hymn
tune. Most nights a curfew bell was rang at 8pm. Peals by teams of change
ringers were heard quite frequently and the custom of a death knell with
muffled peals was common place. On still summer evenings with the wind in
the right quarter it was possible to hear a peal rang from the melodious bells
of Mells church on high ground in Frome.

One sight we always looked forward to in the street was the occasional
resurfacing of the roadway. Tarmacadam was not the rule. Usually it was a
top dressing of gravel on tar. Tar was melted in mobile tanks and kept warm
with a firebox, much like a steam locomotive. A flexible outlet controlled by
a cock was manipulated by a labourer who directed a spray of tar over the
surface. Gravel was then shovelled on to the tar from the back of a lorry. The
operation was completed by a magnificent steam roller which hissed and
clanked up and down the road. To we youngsters the prospect of driving one
of these beasts was heaven indeed. The poor chap with the worstjob was the
tar sprayer. His clothes and footwear were coated black and he was forced to
breath through a makeshift mask fashioned from an old silk stocking.

One noteworthy occurrence during the 30s was the construction of the G.
W. R. loop line from Clink to Blatchbridge. The people in their hundreds
would troop up to Clink at weekends to observe progress. Late in the 30s, in
keeping with the increasing affluence of the time new houses sprang up in
Rodden Road and Berkley Road, the vanguard of the great post war expansion
of Frome to the north.
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Resurfacing, an activity much looked forward to by children of Mr. Smith's generation. Here
Roads Reconstruction (1934) Ltd., lay tarmacadam in Bath Street, Frome, about 1955.(Photograph:
Peter Fry).

A recurrent sight in Old Frome: The flooding of the river. The market place, says Mr. Smith, was
always the chief sufferer. Photographed by A. S. Ashby, about 1933.
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At the other end of the social scale there were people with no homes at all.
Every day one could see tramps roaming the countryside. Many of them
drifted into the town to obtain overnight shelter in the parish workhouse,
especially in wintertime. To attain this end they first had to go up the "thirteen
steps" as we called the police station in Christchurch Street West From there
they were directed to the institution in Weymouth Road (later the Selwood
Hospital). These "gentlemen of the Road" or "mile-stone inspectors" were not
all ne'er-do-wells. Some were unemployed and genuinely seeking work by
the only transport they had - shank's pony. Many were tragic drop-outs who
failed to find work in the post-war world "fit for heroes" and took to the road
in despair.

One recurrent sight of old Frome was the constant flooding of the river.
This usually was in the winter but could happen at any time of the year if
conditions were right. The market place was always the chief sufferer. I have
seen water up to the front door of the George Hotel. Wallbridge and Welshmill
and Spring Gardens were inundated.

Probably the worst local tragedy of the 30s was due to the river. Some
schoolboys playing on a bridge at Willow Vale were swept into the swollen
stream when it collapsed under the force of the current. Despite gallant efforts
by a local police sergeant three boys were drowned. One body was not found
for some days, and I remember being one of a large crowd watching the police
drag the river in the Market yard.

MEMORIES OF ARNOLD WEST,

BORN IN FROME 1903

(As told to Mrs R. Dunstan, March 1988)
Arnold was one of six children who lived in cottage No.3. next to St Johns

Church Hall (now car park). In 1906 he attended the Infant School, now St
Johns Church Hall and later The National School in the Makings. This school
educated 300 boys including some who walked in from surrounding areas
like Lullington, Blatchbridge and Clink. At this time if you used your left
hand, you were hit across the knuckle with a ruler and made to use your right
hand.

Vicarage Street
Next to Dore's Auction room lived Mrs. Wilcox, a taxidermist who did

some of her work for Longleat Arnold often had to thread her needles before
he went to school as she was too old to see he'd be paid ½d. if he was lucky.
Mrs. Wilcox cleaned and overhauled rugs for the old Marquess of Bath,
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including skins with large tiger heads on them. She also stuffed birds and
small animals, like squirrels, for mounting in the domed glass cases which
were the height of fashion at the time.
No. 25 Vicarage Street, the house with the bow window, belonged to Mr.
Christmas, the clockmaker. In the window he had a clock, similar to a
cuckoo clock, but instead of the bird it had a soldier who opened the flap and
blew the hours on his bugle. This later became a vegetable shop, 'Majors'.
Halligans restaurant used to be a boarding house run by Miss Morgan, who
was as wide as she was tall. Her lodgers included Mr. Robertson who was
the curate and choirmaster, together with 2 or 3 bank clerks. The vicar
recommended Arnold to assist Miss Morgan, and he worked for her between
school hours, 12 - 2p.m. for 6d. a week and his tea. He washed up once and
broke a cup so was banned from this chore. Miss Morgan always dealt with
the Co-op, which was in Palmer Street Arnold was sent on errands here and
all the shopping, bottles, tins, packets, of all shapes and sizes would be
wrapped in a brown paper parcel, whipped with white cord. On his return
Miss Morgan weighed everything to check it
She wasted nothing; one of her lodgers ate the egg yolk only for breakfast so
Arnold would be served the egg white for his tea. One day Arnold was told
to clean the shoes and when he had finished to put them on the trees. When
the polishing was completed he hung them on the lilac tree in the garden.
Later Miss Morgan came rushing in as she couldn't find the shoes and she
was not amused when she was told where they were. Her long wide tweed
skirts kept the linoleum so shiney that you could see your face in it
Nos. 7-10 Vicarage Street were the homes of commercial travellers and
estate agents and they employed servants, a cook, and a gardener who came
twice weekly. No. 28 was a boot mender who worked in his front room. No.
27, a Mr. Sutton, was a stoker at the silk factory - he used to boil up cods
heads and greens for his dinner! No. 11 housed Mr. Sparey the
Superintendent of Sunday School. 16-18 (Crocks Warehouse) was 3
cottages. A little tea shop was on the corner next to Suttons; the gardens
extended to where Mole Valley Warehouse is. Opposite lived the two Miss
Mondrells, who were very old fashioned and always dressed in black, and
Mr. and Mrs Harvey (she used to bob down so low to the vicar's wife her
nose almost touched the ground). There was a silk factory where Beswicks is
now which lasted till after the First World War when the Japanese unloaded
their silk in the U.K.
The green at Beswicks used to belong to the Vicarage and these enormous
grounds housed a vine and greenhouses tended by a gardener who lived at
no. 31. The Church bells of St Johns used to chime every quarter, and play a
hymn every three hours all through the night The bells were run by a motor,
so the chimes were automatic. Some rich lady left money for the purpose of
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maintaining the bells but apparently this has run out! The Reverend Randolph
once stopped a gentleman from smoking as he walked through the churchyard
because it was consecrated ground. The classes were very distinct at this time.
The vicar's wife was a lady and gentlemen had to doof their hats to ladies,
whilst ladies had to make a deep curtsy. The long dresses of the period kept
the streets swept clean.

The angling shop used to be Brays, the printers, selling stationery. On the
verge before the abattoir where the new building is, was Bray's printing works
and a couple of other houses used for storage. Dore's Auction Room was
opened by Brays as Frome's first cinema, showing silent movies. Children
went to the Saturday morning matinee performance. Troops took it over during
the First World War as sleeping quarters. 4000 of the Royal Artillery were
stationed in Frome. After the First World War it was taken over by Albany
Wards who transferred the cinema to where Bradys timber merchants are now
at the bottom of Church Steps. The kids would queue for the cheap seats in
Eagle Lane, whilst the 'toffs' went in through the front entrance in Church
Street. Dores has been an auction room since the troops moved out at the end
of the war.

There was a pub in Vicarage Street, The Prince of Wales, which closed
down in the First World War. No.26 was a laundry, which used to do starching
of collars. Nearly every tradesman had a horse and gig for deliveries. The
Great Western Railway used to use Shire horses with brasses, as did the
breweries. Farmers wives used to come in to town in Governess carts, and the
kids used to hold the horses for id. whilst the ladies shopped. They would park
their gigs outside Dores and knock on surrounding doors to ask if the boys
would hold the horses.

Cheap Street - 1917ish

Harveys the tin smith and hardware shop was opposite the Settle. A big
copper kettle hung outside as a sign, together with other tin wear, and buckets
hung along the walls of the shop. At the top of Cheap Street "Fosters" was
Stubbs the butcher, at the time the shop was all open windows, and the meat
used to hang outside; at night the shop was shuttered. Opposite Fosters was
Mr. Hughes, a general grocer whose shop used to be reached down a step.

The Settle used to be a fish shop 'Vincents' and they used to clean the fish
in the stream running down Cheap Street This was also all open windows in
which were hung rabbits and pheasants. The Settle cafe then was the Albion
Pub. The Crusty Loaf was then the White Hart pub run by Mr. Paget an
excellent billiard player. Frome had an abundance of pubs at this time, there
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were four in Catherine Street alone, the Castle, the Wheatsheaf, the Sun and the
Anchor.

Arnold was apprenticed to Butler and Tanner's as a monotype caster
operating the machines that made the type, for 5/-a week. He is an avid
gardener and puts his continuing good health down to the fact that he was a
keen cyclist in his youth. In a day he would cycle through Gloucester to the
Wye Valley then to Cardiff or Newport where he would catch the paddle
steamer back to Bristol or Weston. As a youth he would cycle to Ealing in
London when the cycle show was on and then catch the tube into Earl's Court
as the streets of London were too busy even then to safely cycle through. About
1920 he joined the Cyclists Touring Club. He was also a member of Frome
Wheelers, members of which thought nothing of a days cycle to Weymouth
or Bournemouth and back!
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Cheap Street, Frome, showing the stream in which Alfred Vincent, the fishmonger, used to clean his
fish. Photograph probably taken in 1911, the street being decorated for the coronation of George V.
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T H E R E ' S M O R E T O L I F E

A fire and a loaf and a piece of pork, A cooking
pot, and a rug on the floor, A bed and a blanket, a
knife and a fork, And my own front door.

When I was younger I had all that, A fridge and a
telly, and much, much more, A nice looking girl in
an upstairs flat, But I thought I was poor.

One evening in summer I packed my case; The flat and the
telly and fridge were her own. There was someone else
ready to take my place. I was glad to be gone.

For there's more to life than a flat and a dame, A telly, a
fridge, and a front door key. She was wanting to marry
and take my name, But I had to be free.

Of the rest of that summer, well, what can I say? That I
somehow survived it is quite enough, For I lost my job the
very next day, And was living rough.

The weather was warm, but my thoughts were dark; I sat in
the sun and regretted my folly, For there's more to life than a
seat in the park And a Safeway's trolley.

For summertime goes, and the cold winds come, And you think
of the winter with hatred and loathing, For a cardboard box is
scarcely a home, Though it's better than nothing .

There's no denying some people are good, Their lives
an example of loving and giving; Without the drinks
and the packets of food I wouldn't be living.
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But there's more to life than something to wear, A
basin of soup and a hunk of bread; And there's
more to life than a hymn and a prayer And a hostel
bed.

A couch, and a cushion to rest my
head, A pint of beer and an ounce of
baccy; I'd settle today for a garden
shed, And think myself lucky.

I. WILSON

Our chairman, Laurie Bowring, and his wife Phyl, who has served on the Frome Society committee
for many years, celebrated their Golden Wedding on 18th August, 1990. The occasion was marked by a
well-attended party at Marston House, made available by the kindness of Mrs. Angela Yeoman, a
particularly happy and successful event. The good wishes of the Society were made manifest in an
exquisite greetings card especially created by Jane Hector and signed personally by many members.
Our photograph shows the golden couple cutting their cake in the Board Room. Phyl and Laurie also
planted a Blue Atlas Cedar (Cedrus Atlantica 'Glauca') in the grounds. Laurie, who contributes an
article on Wallington Weston to this Year Book, has been chairman of the Society for 20 years and, with
Phyl his gracious helpmate, gives much time and care to its business, a dedication reflected in its
present flourishing state.
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A FROME INDUSTRY: WALLINGTON WESTON BY
L. V. BOWRING

When I first came to Frome in 1937 I can remember walking along the
footpath which runs along the edge of the river in Adderwell and discovering
that the high wire mesh fence which enclosed the boundary of St. John's Mills
was piled up with off-cuts and rejects from the rubber items manufactured by
Wallington Weston & Co. Ltd. I later learned that they had been there at the
time of the First World War and that amongst their early products were solid
tyres for horse-drawn carriages and also for the early cars before the
introduction of pneumatic tyres. The story was that these had also been
exported to India. Ten years later, when I came to live in Frome, the Company
had removed from St. John's Mills to the old Houston factory in Vallis Road,
which had been burnt down when it was engaged in cloth manufacture but
had now been re-instated for rubber manufacture by Wallington Weston. An
additional product by this time was Plastic Sheeting.

Rubber manufacture involves the use of raw rubber bought in in 2cwt bales
in either brown crepe or light crepe. This is first cut up into manageable pieces
by a guillotine and then masticated by a horizontal mill cooled by water
circulation through the rollers or bowls. At this time ingredients can be mixed
with the rubber to give the properties required in the finished product. Chalk
was a familiar ingredient and colours, including carbon black. Manufactured
articles can be extruded rather like sausages, moulded by inserting suitable
rubber mixes into sealed precision moulds, or calendered using a machine like
a vertical mill which produces rubber sheet up to 4' 6" wide. Curing is effected
by heating in large steam-heated ovens.

When I joined the Company in 1948 typical amongst manufactured products
were floor tiles, washers, gaskets, bellows, gaiters, door seals, pram grips,
mangle rollers. Many of these were for the aircraft and motor industries.

Plastic manufacture uses almost identical plant machinery. A white powder
known as polymer is mixed with an oily liquid called plasticiser, using heat
and masticated by a mill heated by steam. Again, additives influence the
properties of the finished material which is then calendered using heated rollers
into a sheet which can be embossed by impressing with an engraved roller
cooled by water circulation. Mouldings, pressings and extrusions follow
similar processes to those required for rubber, the main difference being one
of temperature.

At the time of my employment the company was controlled by a finance
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company called Dawney Day and Co. and the range of possibilities was almost
unlimited. The main restriction was in the amount of capital available for
injection into the company. As I recollect, sponge rubber was introduced by
a technician named Leeson and large quantities of sponge rubber balls and
beach-rings were made and sold through F.W.Woolworth & Co. In addition,
there were kidney-shaped kneeling mats, arm-rests for car seats, mattresses
and toilet sponges, as well as small mouldings for use as compression buffers
in all kinds of industrial manufacture. The light crepe, being of a finer quality,
was used for these products and the process was similar to the baking industry
in that baking powder was mixed with the masticated rubber before heating
in a steam-heated oven. In fact, some of the operatives in the sponge shop were
ex-bakers.

Plastic mouldings were restricted to toilet-combs in the beginning and vast
quantities of these found their way into the pockets of inhabitants of Frome,
many of whom were disappointed when they plunged their combs into hot
water for, being thermoplastic, they became so twisted and distorted as to be
quite useless. Kept cool they were handsome and useful.

The search for new products was constant and inventive. Existing products
in 1948 were Fromocene, a thin plastic sheet; Fromotan, a thicker sheet, and
Fromotex a cloth-backed sheet which was made by passing a strong linen
sheet through the calender so that it became impregnated with the plastic and
resulted in a strong, handsome sheet. This was used by the Hillman Motor
Company. Fromoprene was an insulating sheet made up of bakelite laminated
to rubber giving very high electrical resistive properties and highly sought-
after by the electrical manufacturing industry.

Fromoplas was a rigid plastic sheet used in refrigerator linings but also
capable of being moulded by the draw-moulding process where the heated
sheet is drawn down into and takes the shape of the mould by creating a
vacuum. Wall tiles called Muraplas were made in pastel shades and about six
inches square for kitchens and bathrooms. A floor tile made up of
multicoloured plastic chips pressed onto a thin sheet of rubber to form a key
for adhesive was called Fromoleum and was very good looking at a time when
nothing remotely like it was on the market

Stimulated by sales of sponge rubber balls, a practice tennis ball was made
by spraying flock over a ball dipped in adhesive and an ingenious hockey ball
called Somerset Match, together with a practice cricket ball autographed by
Dennis Compton and Bill Edrich were made up of a cork-rubber mix enclosed
and moulded in a tough plastic cover. Then came a golf-ball - the Flexlite
Phantom - which suffered exhaustive testing to get the rebound right and
provided an ideal excuse for venturing over the Leaze for practice field trials.
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Extruded plastic pipes were made and tested for compression and impact
resistance and great interest was shown by the London Fire Brigade and the
Ministry of Supply. An American named Paul Quinn appeared on the scene
and a series of experiments were set up to find a suitable mix for the making
of abrasive discs. Tentative measures were taken to try to find a way of making
crash helmets. A separate company called the Rubber Horseshoe Company
was set up to convert old motor-tyres into moulded non-slip shoes for horses.
It was short-lived. Things were moving too fast New ideas and experimental
work were not bringing in revenue and finance was not forthcoming for
anything like the amount of marketing needed to launch any one of the many
enterprising products in the pipeline. In 1956 the company was taken over by
the Marley Tile Company.

Expansion on the old Houston Factory site was restricted in two ways. On
the western boundary the house and grounds of Linden Lodge, home of the
Armstrongs, erstwhile proprietors of the factory, prevented expansion in that
direction whilst on the north side, land formerly belonging to the Bailey- Neale
estate in the form of allotments was simply not for sale. Almost coincident
with the Marley takeover, both these estates became available. The scene was
now set for expansion. A review of the Company Products showed that plastic
sheeting had a better profit margin and development potential than rubber and
in consequence rubber components manufacture, with the exception of the
sponge balls, was phased out Hollow rubber balls were added to the range but
never matched the popularity of the sponge balls.

Expensive new plant for plastic processing was introduced and sales began
to improve. New products bearing the Marley name were introduced.
Marleydecor was an adhesive coated plastic decorative covering. Marleyflor
took the market by storm and successfully replaced linoleum as a popular
economic floorcovering. Marlica was introduced to the melamine surface
industry and imitation woodgrains were quick to follow. Space-saver folding
doors were introduced using plastic sheeting both plain and printed made in
the factory and these were followed by the up-market Marleyfold partitions.
Then came Marley floor tiles, including the ever-popular Peel and Stick type.

Competitors in the floor-covering business were quick to copy the Marley
products and a new processing plant was installed to produce a Cushion- Flor
incorporating a glass fibre laminate which gave exceptional layflat and
non-shrink properties, which made it both easier'to put down and more
comfortable to tread. This material was manfactured by spreading a plastic
mix to a given thickness which then expanded under heat to give a resilient
sheet A textured pattern could also be created by inhibiting the rate of
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expansion in predicted areas so that many varieties of ornate tiling effects
could be obtained.

When oil prices increased around 1976-77 the plastic raw materials which
were oil-based derivatives increased in price also and plastic sheeting which
had first found favour as a substitute for traditional materials like leather and
rexine became too expensive for use in the production of many of the giveaway
and sales promotion items for which it had been so widely used. There
followed a recession in the plastics manufacturing business. Many of the
Wallington Weston competitors disappeared. Some combined with others
whilst a few survived by reason of their specialised line of business.
Wallington Weston chose to join with an ICI company to form Weston Hyde
and in the process - common with many other industries at the time - large
scale redundancies were caused. The former prestigious offices were evacuated
and a large part of the older factory was modified to form small units suitably
operating as a Trading Estate.

Portrait Gallery No. 3:

Revd. Joseph Glanvill

Clergyman and philosopher, Joseph Glanvill was born in Plymouth in 1636 and studied religion, logic
and philosophy at Exeter College, Oxford. He soon gained a reputation for being able, learned and well -
versed in science. He seens to have been something of a trimmer; a prysbyterian and supporter of the
Commonwealth under Cromwell, but an Angelican and a royalist under King Charles II. Dr Glanvill
confessed his philosophical errors in The Vanity of Dogmatizing, published in 1661 and which was
thought sufficiently meritous to obtain for him the Fellowship of Royal Society. In Lux Orientalis,
published the following year, he defended the doctrine of the pre - existence of souls, but his most
famous book was 'Sallucismus Triumphatus: or, full and plain evidence concerning witches and
apparitions'. This appeared in 1666 and is of special interest to us because of the number of local cases he
describes.

In May, 1662, Glanvill became Chaplain to Sir James Thynne, of Longleat, at a salary of £so a year
and on 'The 5th November Sir James Thynne bestowed the vicaridge of Froome Selwood on Mr. Joseph
Glanville his Chaplain, sealing and delivering him the presentation thereof in ye Parlour called the Rushy
Parlour at Longleate'. With his ability to be all things to all men, Dr. Glanvill no doubt was successful in
Frome with its large nonconformist population, but eventually abandoned the town for Bath on being
appointed Rector of the Abbey Church in 1666. Perhaps his 'quick, warm, spruce, gay fancy' was more at
home there. He was worldly to some degree and collected preferments: Chaplain to Charles II,
Prebendary of Worcester, and Vicar of Street which he exchanged for Frome in 1672.

Dr. Glanvill was a notable preacher and it has been estimated that some of his sermons would have
taken more than three hours to deliver. Some were published and it is from his Discourses, printed in
1681, that our portrait is taken from an engraving by W. Faithorne. The worthy doctor died in Bath on
4th November, 1680, aged 44, and was buried in Bath Abbey.
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MY LIFE AS A BELLRINGER, BY HUGH VENNELL My early
interest in Bells.

Ever since my early childhood days, I have always been very keen on church
bells, because I loved the sound of them, and they always drew me like a
magnet. It was not only the sound that attracted me, but the way in which they
were rung. I did hear from somebody that they had to pulled up before ringing,
but I had no idea as to how it was done. At the early age of 9 years old, I paid
my first visit to a tower, and although I went right up as far as the bell chamber,
I did not really see how they were pulled up. A few months before that, I was
standing outside Drayton church, a small village in Somerset just outside of
Langport, and they were ringing. I was so absorbed in the tone of them, I
stayed there for over an hour. I thought then I would certainly take up
bellringing later on, which I did do, and I enjoy it very much. If the second
world war had not broken out, which put an end to bellringing, I would have
started as soon as possible, but that was not to be.

At the age of 16,1 began learning to ring at St Johns, Frome, where I live.
As I was sat down in the church enjoying the bells, I thought to myself: 'I must
go up and see how this is done. I shall get ordered out I expect, but I will
chance it.' I walked up the south side of the church, found the tower door,
made my way up the spiral staircase, and soon found the ringing chamber
door. As I entered, nobody said anything at first as the bells were ringing.
When they stopped, Donald Flower, who was the tower captain, said 'are you
a ringer by any chance? "No", I replied, "but I wish I were". "All right", said
Donald,' if that is what you want take your jacket off and come and catch hold
of this rope.' That was the first time I had ever pulled a bell, and I was most
pleased; the beginning of 30 years bellringing. Before that, I used to visit St
Mary's, a smaller church in Frome, and watch the single bell swinging in a
small open turret, and if the church was empty, I went in caught hold of the
rope and just swung it backwards and forwards thinking I was ringing it.

THE WORKING OF A BELL

Having started to learn ringing, I was surprised to find the way in which a
bell was rung. To begin with, instead of just swinging, it turns almost a
complete circle. When a bell is at rest, mouth downwards, a pull at the rope
will cause it to start swinging. With the rope coiled up in the ringers hand, the
harder the pull, the farther the bell swings, until at last it completes a full circle.
As it reaches the highest point, known as the balance, it sets in and remains
there. There is an upright post on top of the block known as the headstock,
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which the bell is fixed on, and underneath is a strip of wood known as the
slider. The slider is fixed below the bell at mouth downwards, and operates
on a pin one side and goes in a slot the other. When the bell has swung full
circle, (or balance) the upright post known as the stay, comes to rest against
the slider, which slips over inside the slot, and that supports the bell, otherwise,
it would swing right over, and could quite easily result in disaster.

About six feet from the end of the rope, there is a coloured piece woven in
between the strands known as the sally or wool tuffing, and before it is pulled
up (or risen), the ringer coils it up in his hand, starts the bell swinging, and in
doing so, he pulls harder, lets the rope out a bit at a time, until at last it reaches
the balance, then the clapper strikes just before it comes to rest. It would be
very dangerous, for a non ringer to try his hand without an experienced ringer
beside him, (or her), especially if he hangs onto the sally instead of letting go
as a bell can take up as much as 20ft of rope when it swings up. When the
sally is pulled downwards, the bell swings one way, taking the end of the rope
above the ringers head, and when the rope end is pulled downwards, it swings
the other way. In some towers, the ceiling may be as high as 30 feet, and in
others it may be as low as 10 feet If a ringer was pulled from the floor where
the ceiling was very high, he might stand a chance, but if it was very low, he
could easily bump his head and get seriously injured or even killed.

Another dangerous practice is to enter the bell chamber when the bells are
up, as you could push up against a bell, and get it off the balance, and if anyone
fell over in front of the swinging bell they would be crushed to death in
seconds. The rope goes round a wheel and it is kept in place by a projecting
piece on either side called the flange. In some churches, they ring from
downstairs known as ground floor towers. In others they ring the bells upstairs.
When ringing ceases for the day the bells should always be lowered, and not
left up especially in ground floor towers, for the safety of non ringers, and if
by any chance the bells should be left up, there should always be a notice
displayed to warn people. In churches with single bells, (there are quite a lot
of them) nothing can happen because they are always mouth downwards, as
it would be pointless to rise them.
They have to be risen if they are a ring of bells, because they cannot be
controlled in changes if they are down. A tolling bell just checked, with the
clapper striking one side, is known as chiming and not ringing. Some single
bells do not swing, but they are chimed by means of what they call clocking,
that is fixing a cord or, worse still, a bell rope to the flight of the clapper.
This is a foolish practice, as it chokes the vibration, and in time it will
damage or even crack the bell. If a bell cannot be chimed by slightly
swinging, it should be fitted with a separate ellacombe hammer on a bracket.
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As we are still dealing with bell fittings, it would be just as well for me to
explain how the clock striking operates. The hammer is attached to a bracket
on a pin, and by means of a wire attached to the striking bar, the clock can be
made to announce the hour, (or quarter chimes) at the correct time. As the bar
moves downwards, it pulls the hammer upwards, and as it jerks upwards the
hammer drops down on the edge (or soundbow) of the bell. One end of the
wire is looped onto the bar, and other onto the hammer shaft. Just under the
hammer, is a flat piece of tempered steel, called the check spring. When the
hammer drops, the weight of it allows it to strike the bell, but the spring keeps
it off the bell after striking, otherwise, it would have the same effect as clocking.

There should be a wire fixed to the hammer, so that they can be pulled clear
of the bell when ringing takes place, as there is also a chance of causing
damage, because when the bell swings the hammer would cause obstruction,
and something would be bound to get broken. In some churches, there is a
separate bell, known as the clock bell, in which case there would be no need
to worry about the hammer, as it is often a fixed bell fitted just for that purpose.
The wire should be fixed onto the shaft, and down through the bell chamber
floor with a ring on the end, so that the wire can be pulled down tight, and the
ring put on a nail or hook in the wall or on a board. The hammer is now lifted
clear of the bell, and it will not effect the clock mechanism in any way.

On entering a strange tower, it is easy to see if there is a clock or not because
the wire is nearly always in the ringing chamber. If not, the local ringer would
know, and he would most likely see to that before hand, but it is just as well
to make sure of these things, because there are times, when the local is unable
to manage it, and the tower may be left open ready for a party of visitors. If
the wire is not in the bell chamber it may be up in the clock room, but if you
are not certain of this the best plan is to go up to the clock and make sure, as
clock wires cannot always be found at once.

I begin ringing.
The very first lesson for a new recruit, is to learn to handle the bell, and in

doing so, you practise on a single bell, (one of the bells belonging to the ring,
not a separate one) and you always begin with the back stroke, which is the
easiest of the two. When you pull the back stroke, the instructor takes care of
the hand stroke, then when you practise the hand stroke, you change places
with him. The back stroke is very simple, in comparison with the latter, as
you have only to pull downwards, and keep the end of the rope in your hand,
but the hand stroke is quite different as you have to remember to let go of the
sally (or wool tuffing) otherwise you will soon come to grief.
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Having mastered both strokes singly, the next step is to try the two, although
not without an instructor, until you are able to set the bell both ways without
fail. Once that is accomplished, you are safe to be left alone in the tower. It
may only take a few weeks to get that far or it may take months, depending
on the individual. If there is more than one recruit in the tower, the bells should
be silenced, as the clang of single bells can be rather a nuisance. If they are
not actually silenced, they may be deadened by fixing something to the clapper.
A piece of motor car tyre makes an ideal device, because even when you have
gained full control of the bell, it is not possible to keep it in the right place to
begin with. In fact, it is more difficult than one might imagine. Every recruit
pulls either too hard or not hard enough when they start.

A bell should never be bumped violently against the stay, as it can cause
trouble. If this should happen, that stay may get broken, in which case the bell
would swing right over, and the learner would be pulled off his feet. In towers
with low ceilings, the outcome could be serious, and if it was a very long
draught, it could still complicate matters. I Iowever, it is a common fault with
learners to do this sort of thing, but the instructor should be at hand to check
the bell, and not allow it to swing that far. Actually, the stay is meant to brake
to provide a safety valve, because if a bell is allowed to bump, the jar must
have an outlet somewhere. If the stay was metal, and could not break, it may
crack the gudgeon boxes, or even the bell itself, and a new stay would be easier
to fit than new bearings or, of course, a new bell.

Having got this far, we can now start on open bells (ringing without
silencers) and the learners will be able to hear their bell a lot better. I found
that myself, and if you still get out of place, you can correct yourself quite
easily. At this stage, you are on the way to real bellringing, and of course, the
first step will be straight-forward rounds, 123456 (or 12345678). You will be
kept on this for weeks, or perhaps months, until your striking improves. The
next step will be either call changes, (someone calling the changes singly) or
Grandsire Doubles, (a very simple method).

Ringing and chiming.
Having got as far as ringing the Treble to Doubles, (the Treble is always

the lightest, and the Tenor the heaviest) I wanted to have a try at the chiming
apparatus. This consists of a cupboard, with the ropes tied to a strip of wood,
(or metal spindles) and they are pulled outwards instead of downwards. Each
rope is fixed to a ellcombe hammer, which hits the bell when pulled, and drops
back when released. The ropes are only few inches apart, to simplify it for
the chimer. Non ringers could manage this quite easily as no tuition is
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necessary. However, a ringer has the advantage of being able to do bell changes
on them. After about six years ringing, I started ringing the 30 cwt Tenor, my
one ambition. I moved from the Treble to the second, from the second to the
third, and so on.

One particular practice night we were informed that our Tenor ringer was
ill so I took over for the evening, and quite enjoyed it. Shortly after that, we
heard that he would have to give up altogether so I became Tenor ringer. I
still have a change every now and then if a visitor wants to have a go. When
you can ring, you are allowed in other towers in any part of the country, on
either practice night or Sunday service ringing, or branch meetings for
example. If you happen to be on holiday, and you hear the bells ringing, you
have only to enter the tower and say you are a ringer, and someone will always
stand out for you to have a pull. The only time you are not permitted to enter,
is when there is a peal attempt, as it would be distracting and likely upset the
last few minutes of it, which would be a tragedy. Anyway, there is little chance
of that, as tower doors are usually kept locked during these performances. In
some towers, where they ring from the ground floor, there is usually a notice;
peal ringing in progress, do not distract, and the same for quarter peals. Some
forms of chiming, instead of using ropes, have a drum with spikes set at
different angles, which strike bars attached to wires, a simpler method, but
they are often made to chime rounds only, and no variation.

Some churches have no chiming apparatus, so they have to let a separate
rope down through the ringing chamber floor, so that one bell only can be
chimed by means of tying it to the main rope up above, otherwise to a
ellacombe hammer. There are times when a single bell is needed, such as the
daily 7.30 am service. If there is a chiming apparatus, the verger (or sexton)
has a choice. There is one danger with having the apparatus in the church, and
that is the possibility of someone who knows nothing about ringing pulling
one while the bells are swinging If this should occur, the hammer would be
pulled up in front of the bell, both of them would clash together, and this would
result in serious damage to the hammer, or even the bell itself. As a safety
measure, the best plan is to have some links fitted to the ropes up in the ringing
chamber, so that they may be disconnected and no pulling from down below
would make any difference.

Visiting new towers.
Having become really conversant with ringing, I soon began to visit other

towers. It adds great enjoyment to the art, as you get to know many people
you would otherwise never meet. Besides, your interest increases because
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Crowcombe Church, Somerset, dedicated to the Holy Ghost. The tower contains six bells
including a tenor weighing 18'/2 cwt.
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St. Mary the Virgin, Charlton Mackrell, Somerset. This tower has a ring of six bells. The tenor
weighs 13'/2 cwt.
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bells so vary in weight and number and in tone. There is one thing that should
be guarded against: if you have been used to ringing on a light six, tenor 7
cwt (or even lighter) it would be bad policy to enter towers that possess heavy
tens or twelves or even sixes or eights with tenors that weigh 30 cwt upwards,
(they may be as heavy as 80 cwt) because not only would they be harder to
pull off balance, but also they would need a greater output of power to keep
them swinging far enough up to control them. However, you may possibly
manage the light end (say the treble or second), but it is always best to avoid
heavy rings of bells to begin with.

I have seen on some occasions ringers who could not pull our tenor off
balance without assistence, although they did manage to ring it all right
afterwards. My very first visiting tower was Marston Bigot, a small village
south of Frome, that has a little 8 cwt six, and a very nice tone at that Since
then, I have rung at many towers in Somerset, including the heaviest six and
ten; they are not only the heaviest in the county but also in the world.
Sherborne has the heaviest eight but not the heaviest twelve which is Liverpool
Cathedral. East Pennard, Somerset, has the heaviest five, which have been
unringable until recent years. The weights: Queen Camel (Somerset) 36 cwt,
Wells Cathedral (Somerset) 56 cwt, Sherborne Abbey Dorset 46 cwt Liverpool
Cathedral (Lancashire), 82 cwt Some ringers may have rung in their own
county and not outside, but they are few and far between.

Wiltshire, my neighbouring county, I have visited many times, although I
have not been to half the towers there. I went in one church and just by chance
found the tower key and had a look up and inside the small space hung a very
light five (5 cwt) in perfect order. I visited another tower on a similar occasion,
and found an unringable 7 cwt six and everything was absolutely rotten. There
are many rings of bells in that condition, because the parish cannot afford to
have them rehung.

On a similar occasion, I entered another tower with a friend and when we
entered the clock room, we spotted a chunk of wood, (that looked like the part
of a broom handle) pushed into the works of the clock. We should have known
that it was there for a reason, but without thinking, we withdrew it As soon
as that was done, the clock started striking, and we could not stop it We tried
to push the piece of wood back in, but it only got jammed in the mechanism
and splintered to shreds. After that we did not remain in the tower for long
but hurried down the stairs, out of the door, down the path, and into the car,
leaving the clock striking behind us. Anyway, it would be bound to cease
when the weight reached the bottom of the shaft.
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Ringing at different towers.
One of the problems you often find in strange towers, especially with heavy

bells, is the fact that in rising (or pulling up the bells), they sometimes go up
wrong stroke. The frequent cause of this is because they are not checked hard
enough at the start Unless this is so, the clapper swings the opposite way to
the bell, and once this happens, nothing can be done about it except to go to
the bell chamber and put it over the right side when the bell is set on balance.
This should be done only by one of the ringers, because of the danger. Of
course, light bells will go up wrongjust the same, but it is more likely to occur
with heavy ones for the simple reason that they need a great deal more checking.

If a bell is rung wrong stroke, especially a very heavy one, it makes it less
easy, because it is swinging against the bell, instead of with it and you may
need to pull a trifle harder on that account A clapper is not likely to right itself,
although it has been known to bounce when it struck the bell, and to dap
completely over. This may happen on light bells but not heavy ones. In some
towers the bells are never lowered which is really bad policy, because the
ringers get out of practice, and it is just as much an art to rise and lower a bell
as it is to ring it However, ringers that frequent other towers, where they are
lowered, get plenty of practice at that Towers which have clocks, often lower
the bells for striking on and leave the rest of them up.

If the clock just strikes the hour (no quarter chimes), they would lower the
tenor only. I believe there are a few towers where the bells are so heavy that
they lower just the tenor, and as it is impossible to get it up right stroke, there
is a device fitted consisting of a bar attached to a spring, and by means of a
cord hanging in the ringing chamber, the clapper can be pushed over to the
correct side. I have never entered a tower with one of these devices. I well
remember my first day out with the Frome ringers, visiting three towers a day,
and I found it most enjoyable. It was around the Cheddar area and we managed
to find three good rings of eight (not too heavy although one of them was a
30 cwt ring) and the second ring we came to was a long draught and the ropes
were rather jumpy. That was in 1947. Sometimes you may encounter some
rather rough bells and dirty ringing chambers but that is one thing you have
to take a chance on.

There are things rather important that should be stressed, when entering
strange towers as they could cause complications: l, Before raising the bells,
check that they are down first 2, If you are sat down in the tower never cross
your legs as the rope may whip round your foot or leg and injure you. 3, Never
set a bell after raising with a coil round your hand, as there may be no
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stay or slider. On one occasion, a party of us booked a village church for an
afternoons ringing, only to find that, on arrival, three of the bells were stayless.
Nobody informed us beforehand, which resulted in the fourth turning right
over, and the rope disappearing up through the ceiling. It was not easy to
restore the bell in its correct position, as it weighed about 8 cwt, but at last it
was accomplished, and an enjoyable afternoons ringing followed. W hat is
often deceptive, is the size of the tower. You often find that quite large towers
have as little as only one bell, yet some of the smaller ones may have as many
as eight bells.

Ringing outings
When ringers go on an annual outing, they usually book a few towers in

which to ring, often as many as six or even up to twelve, although the larger
the number the less time you have at each, but if you are lucky enough to find
some fairly close together, you may be able to spend quite a bit of time in
them. On these outings, they usually make up the numbers with non ringers,
as it would be hardly likely, that you would get enough ringers to make up a
whole coach load, unless you invited some from other towers. I have toured
various parts of the country, and rung in Wiltshire, Berkshire,
Buckinghamshire, Surrey, Middlesex, Sussex, Hampshire, Dorset, and many
others, including London and South Wales.

I well remember my first outing in 1947; I had just got far enough to be
able to ring rounds. In those days, we only used to book about three towers a
day, one on the way, one at the destination and one on the way back. We
usually had about an hour at each, while the non ringers did some shopping,
went to a show, or came up in the towers and watched the ringing.

There have been times when we have encountered bells rather on the rough
side, but that is always a gamble. You meet towers with light sixes, heavy
eights and twelves, not forgetting the tens. The advantage of ringing at other
towers is that it enables you to get familiar with bells of various conditions,
especially if your home tower has a fine going ring of bells, or if you have a
rough going one. Starting with only three towers a day, we ended up by having
about six, (more than that sometimes). We have met towers with badly worn
ropes, dismal lighting, and in a shocking dirty state. Others would have been
classed as a drawing room. On one occasion, the tower was completely and
utterly filthy. The floor was coated with white dust and so were the seats, the
windows could hardly be seen through, and there was even plaster falling off
the walls in lumps. On leaving the tower, the evidence proved it, for one ringer
had a lump of plaster lodged in his hair. We have entered some rubbishy
towers, but that must have been the worst.
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Another time, we visited a tower that looked in good and well cared for,
order, but the bells were almost unringable. They seemed to pull up allright,
but once they were up, they could hardly be rung. The whole framework was
loose, the bells jerked instead of swinging evenly, one bell gotjammed on the
balance and could not be moved at all, and there was continuous groaning and
squeaking. We were not told that the bells were in this condition when we
booked the tower, so I should imagine that as far as ringing was concerned, it
was a forsaken place. Even so, many peals had been rung there, as the peal
boards showed. Several years later, another tower was booked, and when we
arrived we were informed by the local who came to meet us that three of the
bells were stayless. Therefore, three of us had to stand and hold those on
balance, otherwise the bells would swing right over. It happened to be the
heaviest three and not the lightest, which did not improve things. They could
have told us that when we asked for the tower, but no, not them.

During our visit to another tower, a bell swung right over, and we thought
that the stay was broken, but instead of that, one side of the slot was missing,
the slider would fly right out, and that would have the same effect as ringing
a bell with no stay. I lowever we patched that up by pushing a piece of stone
in that end, and trusted to luck it would hold, which it did, so we had a
successful practice after all. Bells should be carefully checked from time to
time, because the nuts and bolts are liable to work loose, and complications
can occur. During our outings we have covered various parts of the country,
as much as a dayout would allow, and much pleasure has been derived from
it. One note of interest; in one tower, was the 14th century clock standing in
the ringing chamber. It had long been replaced by a new one, but they still
kept it as a memento. It had great stone weights on it, one for time and one for
striking.

Quarter Peals and Peals

Having got this far, the next step is to commence ringing long lengths. A
peal consists of 5040 changes, but a quarter peal is only 1260. The drawback
is they cannot be always scored the first time. To explain briefly, unless the
full- number of changes are rung from beginning to end without a break, a
peal (or quarter) is not achieved. To start with somebody might make a
mistake, by either missing a lead or maybe a dodge, and unless you have a
good conductor to spot it straight away, and correct it, the peal is almost bound
to come to grief. Sometimes the conductor is unable to correct it, as there may
be 3 or 4 bells wrong at once. If this happens, the rest of them will be wrong
in a very few minutes, then there is only one possible course of action to set
the bells up and stop.
If you have only been ringing a short time, about 10 minutes, it would be
possible to make a fresh start but you might have been ringing as long as two
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hours or even longer. It would be quite useless to carry on where you left off,
because you would not have scored owing to stopping, and you would not
know the exact part of the course you came stopped at. Sometimes peals are
lost through a rope breaking, or a clapper coming loose from the bell. This,
unfortunately, occurs quite often. However, were it not for these things, there
would be no point in attempting it, as for one thing there would be no art in
it and for another, it is half the fun, trying to see if you can succeed.

It is a heartbreaking business, when all goes well, and then about 5 minutes
from the end, it breaks down because someone misses a lead or a dodge, or
the conductor puts in a wrong call. Nevertheless, it all adds to the amusement
of it, and peals are often scored at first attempt. I rang my first peal in my
home tower; it was Grandsire Triples, conductor, the late Joseph T Dyke. It
was my first attempt, and though I have rung many since, I have never
forgotten that one. I had previously rung a couple of quarters although, I must
have lost half a dozen before I managed to score one. I had always attempted
them in my own tower, before I had gone further afield. Although I scored
my first peal on 8,1 had several attempts before I managed to score one on 6.

I well remember my first 6 bell one. It was rather a rough old 6, and very
noisy, and before we finished the conductor had almost lost his voice. There
was a story that once they had a sheet of galvanize in the ringing chamber and
the conductor use to kick it with his heel, once for a bob and twice for a single.
We rang that peal in 2 hours 45 minutes, and when we left the tower the whole
6 of us had wet shirt's, bloodblistered hands, buzzing heads, but were blissfully
happy. It was the first peal on the bells, and up to now it has been the last. It
was a bitter cold winters evening with snow on the ground, but you always
keep warm ringing peals. My next one was scored on a lighter 6, and we found
it quite different to the first one. My first 10 bell attempt was also successful
on a 21 cwt Tenor. This peal, Grandsire Caters, was composed and conducted
by Edgar C Shepherd.

One peal I feel very proud of was Erin Triples in 1964. It is a much neglected
method these days, but we still ring it on odd occasions at practice. Most peals
these days are surprise methods, although there are still peals (and quarters)
of triples rung in some towers. I did once manage to score a peal of plain bob
minor, on the day before Christmas Eve, which I thought was a good start to
the holiday, although, there have been times when peals at similar times have
come to grief. Anyway, you only read about the peals that are scored, but there
are in some places, as many lost if not more. This may sound rather strange,
but is possible to attempt a difficult method and succeed first time, and to
attempt a very simple method a dozen times and lose it Peal ringing is always
a gamble, whether it is an easy method by expert ringers, or something
complicated by a band that has never attempted it.
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We wondered if we would get that peal of Erin Triples, as it was the first
attempt for all the band, including the conductor. You can never tell. Some
ringers would be inclined to think that because it is a complicated method they
would be bound to lose it, but that certainly does not always follow. I have
proved that for myself. Quarter peals are often rung before the Sunday
Services, because a ringer may fancy a quarter, and it is nice to ring one for a
special service, as we have done many times. In my 30 years of ringing, I have
travelled far and wide, tenored peals of Grandsire from doubles to caters, also
peals of Stedman doubles and triples, I wonder what will happen in the next
30 years? That remains to be seen.

The Frome Society has continued its policy of marking events as well as buildings of historical or
architectural interest with plaques. This one was given to commemorate the repaying of Gentle Street and
was unveiled by Mr. Peter Belham on 15th May, 1988. It was thought to be the first time that Gentle
Street had been completely repaved since 1839.
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MONUMENTAL INSCRIPTIONS: FROME, Somerset.
Rook Lane Chapel.

The rear wall (N.W) is now pierced by two doorways, but a blocked
doorway, now a cupboard in the vestry, is probably the old vestry door - the
vestry seems to have been rebuilt or added. The seating in the chapel is entirely
of 1862.

FITTINGS
CLOCK: On gallery front, circular face, with fret ornament around frame,
Roman numerals with arabic numerals in outer ring for minutes, repainted
blue on white, signed VINCENT, FROME. 18th century. Broken in half and
mechanism removed.
GATE PIERS: next to road - with two iron urns and two stone urns, perhaps
18th century but later than 1707?

MONUMENTS: In chapel on
N.E. Wall l Rev. John SIBREE, 30 years pastor, 1820, his sons Robert, 1800,

and Benjamin, 1817, and his widow Ann, 1852, white
marble.

2 Mary PAYNE, 1826, Sampson PAYNE, 1843, and Sampson
son of Robert and Matilda PAYNE, 1845, gothic monument

S.E. Wall 3 Sarah, wife of William CHINNOCK, 1845, white and black marble
with urn.

4 William ADAMS, 1746, Lydia DAVIS his daughter, 1748,
Joseph DAVIS her husband 1750, Mary their daughter, wife
of Thomas MORGAN, 1811, Elizabeth daughter of Thomas
and Mary MORGAN, 1831, and Thomas MORGAN, 1835.
White and black marble with urn above, and shield-of arms
beneath, signed 'J. CI 1APMAN/ FROME Ft
5 Isaac Benjamin JONES, son of Rev.JohnJones, minister,
1844, also Rev. John Jones, 1851, white and veined marble,
with urn.

S.W. Wall 6 Mary Ann WHEELER, daughter of Robert and Mary Moon,
1833, Matilda, another daughter, 1834, Mary MOON, 1841,
and Robert MOON, 1852, signed 'CHAPMAN, FROME'
7 Edward HARRIS, woodstapler, 1772, Mary his widow,
1798, and Thomas their son, 1830, over 40 years Deacon,
signed 'J. CHAPMAN, FROME'
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(Edward Harris 'an Instrument of restoring the light of Divine
Truth in this place, after a long season of Darkness and Error'
suggests that church became heterodox by mid 18th centuary
and then reverted to orthodoxy)

N.W. Wall 8 Rev. Isaac TOZER, son of Rev. Isaac Tozer of Taunton, co-
pastor 1811-13, pastor 1820-22, died 1822, large monument
in recess to left of pulpit, surmounted by anchor roped to a
cross, and plain oval shield.
9 Bi-centenary monument to four ejected ministers John
Humphry, Richard Alleine, Henry Albin, Humphrey Phillips,
also the Rev. Walter Singer, 1719, and his daughter Mrs
Elizabeth Rowe, 1736, and recording the 'restoration' of the
chapel 1862.
10 Harriett, wife of William FUSSELL, 1876, and William
FUSSELL, 1891, brass.
11 Charles TUCKER, 20 years deacon, 1855, Edwin George
TUCKER, 1840, Charles Rowsell TUCKER, 1840, and Mary,
wife of Charles TUCKER, 1871, white marble with female
weeper.

Externally re-set inside wall of burial ground in front of chapel:
12 Rev. John BOWDEN, minister, 17??
N.B. Vandals totally destroyed all the monuments and
inscriptions in this chapel in the 1970s. Fortunately they were
photographed and recorded by the Royal Commission for
Historical Monuments before this happened. The above is a
resume of the Commisions findings - Ed
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Frome Buildings No. 3: Lloyd's Bank, 25, Cheap Street

Lloyd'sBank incorporates Willoughby's grocers' shop which was probably built following the cutting of
Bath Street after 1810. A charming print of this shop as is was about 1820 appears in The Book of Frome,
p. 119. The old shop premises were substantially rebuilt by the Wilts and Dorset Bank in 1874 in an
imposing Italianate style designed to underwrite the financial strength of the house. The builders were Carr
and Pickford and the architect W. L. Stent, of Frome and Warminster, whose initials appear above the main
door. Stent also designed the Market Hall. The basic shape of the old house with its projecting ground floor
and rounded corner was retained but the interior was gutted in the interest of higher rooms, the original
four storeys being turned into three plus attic. The whole building was cased in fine ashlar and embellished
with Corinthian pilasters and acanthus leaf while the ground floor walls were rusticated. Inside a palatial
atmosphere was created with Ionic columns and enriched cornices. Our photograph, reproduced by kind
permission of Dr..(. M. L. Booker, archivist to Lloyd's Bank in London, shows the banK soon after it was
rebuilt, about 1875. To the right of the bank are J. W. Singer's shop where he sold his ornamental metal
work (now a chemists), and Cuzner's hair cutting rooms and emporium (now an insurance agency). In front
of the buildings is the area of stone setts on which the produce market was (and is) held. The Boyle Cross
and Fountain was erected in 1871.
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RENTAL OF THE MANOR OF FROME BRANCH, 1463
(British Library, Additional Charter 7870)
Note: the document is imperfect at the end. The marginal numbering of
entries, to facilitate reference, is not original.
1 Rental of Robert Leversegge St Michael (2 deleted) 3 Edward IV
(29 September 1463)
(Free Tenants)
2 Lord William Stourton for 7 messuages in fee yearly 7s. 6d.
3 Thomas Hungerford for Fyltham in fee 12s.
4 the Prior of (Maiden) Bradeley for divers lands 3s. 6d.
5 Henry Champeney and Henry Ogan' 8s. 4d.
6 the heirs of John Sammell 18d.
7 the heirs of the late John Maggeson 3s 4d.
8 William Twenyhow for divers lands and tenements 2s. 9d.
9 William Poleyn 2s.1½ d.
10 Thomas Wheler lOd.
11 John Broune alias Dollyng 4s. 2q. Cumin
12 The same John for land in Garston 1 li. Cumin
13 the Chaplain of the Chapel of St Nicholas l4d.
14 the Chaplain of the Chapel of the Blessed Virgin Mary I5d.
15 the Chaplain of the Chapel of St Andrew apostie 4d.
16 the lord of Whateley for a mill leat (curs' ague molend.) 7. ½ d.
17 Robert Wattys for le garret' 7d.
18 Agnes Loryng for'le grenehows' 15d.
19 Lord William Stourton for the meadow called Sondayes mede l2d.
20 the same for a tenement late of John ....e which John Boucher holds
7d.
21 The Dean of Wells for a meadow and land yearly 2s.
22 the heirs of the late Peter Portreve 1 d.
23 Rober Taillour for ... next the Cross (iuxta crucem) 9d.
24 John Wattys for a tenement late Portbrief 21. ½ d.
25 Thomas Hungerford for Gryndenham Flete 1 li. pepper
26 William Leckeford 6d.
27 Tenants by Copy

of Thomas Crace Is.
28 Edith Stocketon 16s. 8d.
29 John Stocketon (for) 2 t(enements) Wattecomb 2s. 6d.
30 Philip Southebroke 2s. 2d.
31 John Bruggeman 2s.
32 ThomasCompton lOd.
33 Eleanor Wymbold 3d.
34 John Fyscher of Eggeford for 2 lands 5s.
35 Laurence Folyate 2s.
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36 John Bastard 20d.
37 Margaret Grymstede 4d.
38 William Austyn 4s.
39 John Sadeler 2s. 6d.
40 Thomas Boucher (? erased)
41 Richard Combe, carpenter 2s. 6d.
42 Thomas Pely 3s. 4d.
43 Robert Smythe 2s.
44 Walter . . . Jannes 2s.
45 William Jobb for a garden (gardino) 4d.
46 John Coryers alias Launder 4d.
47 Thomas Fawkener I5d.
48 Agnes Tyrell 2s. 6'd.
49 John Stokes 6'd.
50 Walter Fers 2s.
51 Thomasina Theke 3s. 9d.
52 John Broune of Bradeley, 'boucher' 12d.
53 a butcher (carnijic) in the great Shambles (schamell) 3d.
54 another butcher of Nony there —
55 Edward Baker 3d.
56 Henry Mere 13d.
57 Andrew Fyssher (and Richard Seward deleted) for a close (5s.
deleted) 2s. 6d.
58 J. Taillour I2d.
59 John Boucher 12d.
60 Robert Taillour 4s.

the same for an acre of meadow and l orchard ( orio) 2id.
61 John Sadeler 20d.
62 John Taillour for 1 hall 1 kitchen etc. 6'd.
63 John Damnede 12d.
64 Peter Person for heath in Wam^she 3d.
65 (Alice George deleted) 6d.
66 John Batyn l2d.
67 (William Smythe, 'fre/zscheman' deleted) 18d.
68 Thomas Blake 2s. 3d.
69 Cristina Goselyne 5s.
70 John Style 18d.
71 William Solas —
72 (Thomas Angell deleted) —
73 Robert Watts for 'le Hayes' 20d.
74 Henry Codyhold 2s.
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75 Cecily Twyneo 2s. 9d.
76 John Boucher 3s. 6d.
77 John Wattys for l tenement next the Bridge (iuxta pontem) 13d.
78 John House of Westiye and Worth' 2s. 3d.
79 Henry Quele 5s. 6d.
80 John Keynesham for 2 terms (6s. 8d. deleted) 8s.
81 (John Cadell deleted) 9d.
82 Edward Cadell for woods (pro boscis) —
83 John Pykefatte 12d.

the same for a Fine of his tenement —
84 (W. 1. s. in margin) John Milleward 4d.
85 William Clyve 3d.
86 Nicholas Fomber 2s. 6d.
87 John Mervyle 12d.
88 John Clyee (sic) 2s. 6d.
89 John Trappe 6d.
90 Thomas Rutte for 2 lands (or terms ?) 3s. 4d.
91 ? Stephen (Sepho) Pypere 3s. 8d.
92 Philip Crokker for 2 lands 4s. 2d.
93 Stephen Gygge 2s. 6d.
94 Agnes Wyg' (?) 2s. 6d.
95 Richard Waleys 4d.
96 William Bryggs 3s.
97 Thomas Knyght 2s.
98 ? Michael (.icha) Toure l2d.
99 ..... Norton 6d.
(the bottom edge cut away)

John Harvey
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Orchardleigh House, the seat of the Duckworth family since it was built in 1856 - 58, was sold together
with the contents in 1987. Among the items to go under the hammer was the Dog Monument which
commemorates Sir Thomas Champneys' poodle Azor and which inspired Sir Henry Newbolt's ballad Fidele's
Grassy Tomb. Thanks to local representations and the generosity of the Duckworth family, the monument
was removed from the sale. A faculty was granted for its re - erection in the churchyard of St. Mary's,
Orchardleigh, and it was unveiled on 15th August, 198,9 - the centenary of the marriage of llenrv Newbolt
and Margaret Duckworth. Our picture shows (from the left) Fred Chant (churchwarden), Mrs. Sandra le
Bo'edec (daughter of the late Arthur Duckworth; she performed the ceremony), Revd. Ben Baker, Rector
of Orchardleigh with Lullington, and Michael McGarvie.

REPORT ON THE DESIGN OF FROME RAILWAY
STATION By Michael McGarvie

The particular interest and importance of Frome Station has been
recognised since 1973 when the offices were included as Grade II in the
Department of the Environment's List of Buildings of Special Architectural
or Historic Interest in the Urban District of Frome. The description reads:
"Circa 1850. Possibly designed by I.K. Brunei. All wood construction. Train
shed covering both tracks. Aisled, with wooden posts and ceiling. Corrugated
iron roof with full length glazed vent. Offices on up side. Single storey with
7 wooden casements, 2 and 3-lights. Original bracketted canopy over
entrance. Hipped corrugated iron roof with red brick stacks. Largely
unaltered example of a small station of the period, and probably the last
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through train shed of its type in use on the Western Region. The line was
constructed by the Wiltshire, Somerset and Weymouth Railway, and opened
9 September 1850, having been previously taken over by the Great Western
Railway".

N.B. The station was opened on 7 October 1850 and not 9 September.
This recognition has been supported by writers on railway history. Adrian
Vaughan in A Pictorial Record of Great Western Architecture', Oxford
Publishing Company, 1977, p.69, comments as follows:

"Frome Station. Opened in 1850 by the Wiltshire, Somerset and Weymouth
Railway, of which Brunei was nominally Engineer. The station, engine shed
and goods shed were designed by J.R. Hannaford. The usual iron columns
under the pediment were not used, timber being employed instead, probably
due to the need for economy.

"Banbury Station, which is similar, had an overall roof which has always
been referred to as 'Brunei's design for less important stations', or some other
similar description, but it is doubtful if the great man did design it. It is far
more likely that Bertram (one of Brunei's assistants) or Hannaford carried out
the design and got the approval of the design afterwards. Brunei in his later
years was usually involved in getting out the plans for the heavier problems
involved in building any line. Be that as it may this roof is very typical of a
selection that were erected during 1850-55. Dimensions alter from place to
place and the finish of the windscreen varied, but the basic proportions
remained the same. The classical pediment supported on twin columns is the
hallmark of the style."

Derrick Beckett in 'Brunei's Britain', David and Charles, 1981, p. 140, also
mentions this station in appreciative terms:

"Frome. Frome Station ... was opened in 1850 and was designed by one of
Brunei's thirty or more assistants, J. B. (sic) Hannaford. The station has an
overall roof and is unique surviving example of this type of construction. The
use of timber rafters and wrought-iron ties should be noted. The column
supporting the gable structure was added after 1973, presumably due to the
deterioration of the exposed timber. Of equal interest is the goods shed which
has a more cumbersome timber roof."

These views of the significance of Frome Station have been enhanced by
the discovery of the original plans (see Appendix A) of the station in the Chief
Civil Engineer's Office at Paddington Station. These show that the offices,
engine shed, overall roof and goods shed were all built at the same time and
those structures which survive are clearly recognisable as those on the plans.
The earliest plan which bears the name of T.R. (not J.R. or J.B.) Hannaford
is dated 29 October, 1849. Most of the others are dated March, 1850, indicating
that Frome Station was built that summer in preparation for the opening in
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The original designs for Frome Railway Station by T. R. Hannaford found in the Chief Engineer's office
at Paddington. They are dated March, 1850.

October. Only two plans bear Hannaford's name, but he is credited with the
design in the Chief Civil Engineer's Official Register of Plans and Drawings.
The Goods Shed is credited to C. Hellmann. On two plans Hannaford's address
is given as 20 Crown Street (no town given) suggesting that he may not in fact
have been one of Brunel's assistants but an outside surveyor like Joseph
Holbrook, of Westbury, who designed Frome signal box. Research on this
point is continuing. The contractors for building the Wilts, Somerset and
Weymouth Railway from Westbury to Frome were Roach and Pilditch and
Barnes and Turner laid the permanent way. The resident engineer was RJ.
Ward. ('Somerset and Dorset Notes and Queries', XXXi, part 312, 1980,
73-74). The cost of the line was £ 11,000 per mile. ('The Railway Record', 25
Oct 1851, pp. 712-13).

CONCLUSIONS
Brunel himself did not design Frome Station and, indeed, it is unlikely

that he designed any stations after 1846. Nevertheless, he was Chief Engineer
to the Wilts., Somerset and Weymouth Railway and later to the Great
Western Railway and took an active interest in the progress of the line
throughout Brunei's attention to detail was phenomenal and when the East
Somerset Railway was being constructed in 1855 he personally attended a
meeting of Directors at the George Hotel, Frome, on 13 November, that year.
Frome is a characteristic Brunelian station on a Brunelian line. It reflects
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Brunels original ideas adapted to an individual site from plans probably
approved by him. At any case the work was supervised in the office of J.H.
Bertram, one of Brunel's chief assistants, who himself designed an overall
roof at Warminster which was similar to that at Frome. As Adrian Vaughan
has stated ('A Pictorial Record of Great Western Architecture', p.6) of the
overall roof, "Brunel built the most beautiful of these, and his designs formed
the pattern of all future designs."

It is worth noting that the wooden viaduct at Frome which was replaced by
a metal structure in 1880, was designed by R.P. Brereton, a close colleague
of Brunel's, who was responsible for most of the stations between Frome and
Salisbury as well as those between Frome and Dorchester. Brunel approved
ofBrereton's work and included one of his designs in a book he wrote on the
construction of railways. The influence of Brunel can be seen in small details
also such as the chimney of the waiting room at Witham Friary (now
destroyed) which followed his own designs closely. The whole complex of
buildings at Frome were designed by men closely associated with Brunel to
his basic plan and approved in his office. Frome Station has the stamp of
Brunel all over it and can fairly be called Brunelian. Morever, it is now a
unique example of a Brunel pattern station, in which the overall roof still
serves its original purpose.

APPENDIX A
FROME STATION, WILTS., SOMERSET AND WEYMOUTH

RAILWAY LIST OF PLANS, CHIEF CIVIL ENGINEER'S
OFFICE, PADDINGTON STATION, 5 FEBRUARY, 1981

Ref. No. 17593 Drawing No. 4. Unsigned. Marked: Office copy March
1850.

Scale 5 ft to an inch.
Marked: Contract
Shows: Longitudinal section through shed
Transverse section through shed
Longitudinal section through offices
Transverse section through offices
Elevation.
Gives details of doors, windows, ticket office, etc., and ground plan. This

shows from the left: Ladies Room, Waiting Room, lst Class, Ticket Office,
2nd Class, Ladies W.C., Lamps, Porters. Urinals on extreme right in lean to.

The plan is canvas backed and water-colour tinted. It is marked with a later
rubber stamp: 'No. 3 of a set of 6.' On the back of the plan is a fragment of a
label marked in a hand contemporary with it' ... Bertra ...' This originally
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must have read: 'Mr. Bertram's office' which it appears on other plans. J.H.
Bertram was one of I.K. Brunel's chief assistants and later Chief Engineer (in
all but name) of the GWR after the death of Brunei.
Ref.No. 17593 Drawing No. 5 Not signed or dated but probably originally
marked 'Office copy March 1850' on destroyed right hand bottom corner.
Scale ½ inch to a foot Details 2 inches to a foot Shows : Overall Roof
Elevation showing trussed plate
Inside elevation of gable
Elevation of gable Transverse
section.
Canvas-backed, water-colour tinted, rubber stamped No. 4 of a set of 6.

RefNo. 17593 Drawing No. 6. Signed or bears legend: 'T.R. Hannaford
(N.B. not J.R. or J.B. but T.R.) Crown Street Oct 29/49' Scale l inch to a
foot Enlarged details full size. Shows : Waiting Room Window
Booking Office Door with adjoining dado.
Section of transom bar
Section of casement
Section of Waiting Room moulding
Section of skirting
Canvas-backed and water-colour tinted. Rubber stamped No. 5 of a set of 6.
(The fact that an address is given for Hannaford suggests he may have been
an outsider and not one of Brunel's assistants. Was he related to Joseph
Hannaford, of Christchurch, Dorset builder and architect who flourished c.
1820?).
Ref. No. 17593 Drawing No. 7. Unsigned but marked : 'Office copy March
1850' Scale 1 inch to a foot
Shows : Design of three sided counter in booking hall with cupboards,
book racks, draws, and receptacles for luggage. Elevation of front side and
inside view.
Canvas-backed. Some colour. On the back, half destroyed, label: "GWR -
trams office" (Mr. Bertrams office).
Ref. No. 17606 Covering for platform. Dated 22/11/92 and signed James C.
Inglis, Engineer's Office, Paddington. Scale V2 inch to a foot Noted on it:
'Exceeded the estimate and another design was made £5. 5. 9 per square.'
Paper. (Inglis was later Chief Engineer, GWR).
Ref. No. 17591 Unsigned or dated. Scale 5 ft to an inch and 10 ft to an inch.
Shows: Goods Shed at Frome
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The railway station at Witham Friary about 1910 showing a Brunelian chimney on the right,
The station closed in 1965 and has since been demolished.

John
John Vallis, a builder with premises in King Street, built the Frome station master’s house in
1882.These are the original plans and elevations. He estimated the cost at £260 with an extra room.
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Longitudinal section Secton at gable End View
Platform Warehouse.
Canvas backed and water-colour tinted. Label on the back marked: "Mr.
Bertram's Office."
According to the volume of Official Registrations of Plans and Drawings
this Goods Shed is ascribed to C. Hellmann and dated 1850.
Ref. No. 17592 These consist of two tracings so brittle and dry that fragments
broke off at the touch and I did not dare to unroll them. One was signed 'Jos.
Holbrook Westbury... 1851' (day and month missing), the other dated 11th
October, 1850. According to the Official Registration they are plans of
Frome Signal Box. Ref. No. 17591 Drawing No. 8. Shows: Goods Shed at
Frome.
A copy of No. 6 (by numbering) but superior to it with fine water-colour
tints. The final product
Ref. No. 17593 Drawing No. 2. Unsigned, but marked: "Office copy
March 1850". Scale 5 ft to an inch.
Shows : Front elevation with overall roof behind
Plan of offices: From the left:
Stores
Lobby
Superintendant Second class
Ticket Office with Counter First class Waiting Room Fire
Ladies Room
Porters
Lamps
Waiting Room
Canvas backed and water-coloured tinted. Rubber-stamped No. l of a set
of 6.
Ref. No. 17593 Drawing No.3. Not signed but marked: "Office copy
March 1850".
Scale 5 ft to an inch.
Shows : Back elevation of the offices
Transverse section
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End elevation
Canvas backed tinted with water-clour. Rubber stamped : No. 1 of set of 6.
Ref. No. 10178 Proposed offices and alterations to Goods Shed. Signed C.
Barnes (Witness : T. Pearce) and dated 2 May, 1882.
Shows : New small office with chimney and fireplace
New platform with general and private office.
Ref. No. 10180 Drawing No. 9. Unsigned but marked : "Office copy March
1850".
Shows: Engine house.
Canvas backed and rather faded.
Ref. No. 10180 Drawing No. 9. Marked : T.R. Hannaford, 20 Crown St. Feb.
9 1850.
A superior copy of No. 12 (Engine House), canvas backed and water- colour
tinted.
Ref. No. 10175 Frome Viaduct Plans of the new metal viaduct which
replaced the old wooden structure. Signed C. W. Whalley. Traced by RRW
25/8/1880.
Ref. No. 10176 Frome viaduct Radstock Branch. Details of columns, etc.
No date or signature, c.1880
Ref. No. 10176 Frome Viaduct Elevation c.1880
Ref. No. 10176 Frome Viaduct Shows both the old wooden viaduct and the
new structure which was to replace it No date or signature, c.1880
Ref. No. 10177 Plans (tracing) of house at Frome Station. Fragile.
Signed. "John Vallis" and dated 9 February, 1882.
Cost : ,£212. 10. 0. Additional Room £47. 10. 0.
Total : £260. 0. 0.

APPENDIX B
FROME STATION Wiltshire, Somerset and Weymouth Railway.
Documents (ex GWR Archives) consulted at Public Record Office, Kew.
RAIL 750 2-3. Minutes of Directors Meetings, Aug 1845 - Mar 1850
(Indexed). All references to Frome in index checked but none relate to station.
RAIL 750 4. Minutes of General Meetings, Oct 1845 - Feb 1850 (not
indexed) Nothing relevent
RAIL 1057 3018. Sundry Company Papers. Nothing relevent
RAIL 1149 56-60. Isambard Kingdom Brunei Collection. These are all
printed reports. Those for Company related to General Meetings and appear
to be same as in RAIL 750 4.
ZPER 34 17 f 287, 290. Illustrated London News. 1850. Reference to line
between Westbury and Frome opened Monday, 7 October. Another entry
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suggests it might have been slightly later. No reference to station.
MT6 5/90 and RAIL 1075-89 were also consulted but contained no material
on Frome Station:
National Register of Archives: Contains references to the following sources
on Brunei, but it is considered unlikely that they will contain material on
Frome Station:
I.K. Brunei material at Bristol University Archives:
Account Books, Sketch Books, Diaries etc. Detailed list not available at
N.R.A.
I.K. Brunei material at Henry E. Huntington Library, San Marino, California,
U.S.A. Detailed list not available at N.R.A. Microfilms might be available in
U.K.
I.K. Brunei material at Newcastle University. Letter Books. Reference to
Hepworth, Selected Biographical Sources, 1971
I.K. Brunei material at Devon Record Office, Exeter, Kennaway Collection.
This appears to relate mainly to South Devon Railway. I.K. Brunei material
in Fulham Manor Court Papers. This appears to relate to West London only.
NOTE: Institute of Civil Engineers does not appear to hold any I.K. Brunei
material
Great Western Railway Museum, Swindon : Has no information whatsoever
on Frome Station.
LOCAL PAPERS:
FROM THE BATH CHRONICLE OCTOBER 10th 1850
Opening of the line from Westbury to Frome -
The line between Westbury and Frome, on the Wilts., Somerset, and
Weymouth branch, was opened on Monday.
The distance between Westbury and Frome is six miles and twenty chains in
length, and as yet only one set of rails has been laid down. Four trains run
daily each way, and a considerable traffic is expected from the manufactories
of Frome to the trunk line.
No public demonstration took place on the occasion, with the exception of a
dinner at the Crown Hotel, in the evening at which Henry Miller, and C. E.
Olive, Esq., officiated as chairman and vice chairman.
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PLODDING ALONG
A friendly neighbour, honest and sincere,

remarked to me, with round and smiling face,
"I hope to leave the world a better place

Than I have found it; that is why we're here"
In every age great characters appear,

Of worth and value to the human race.
Their fame lives on, though not in every case.
Their names are names to honour and revere.

But most of us can only plod along;
A Wilberforce or Nightingale is rare.

With some, the urge for doing good is strong,
While others flit through life without a care.

But mainly, sometimes taking, sometimes giving,
Our days slip calmly past, with merely living.

I. WILSON

NOTES ON THE CONGREGATIONAL CHAPEL,
TRUDOXHILL by Michael McGarvie

Nonconformist chapels are much less studied than parish churches as they
can rarely vie with their Anglican counterparts in antiquity, architecture, or
historic interest Around Frome, however, we have three examples of particular
significance, at Rook Lane in the town, at Horningsham, just over the Wiltshire
border, and atTrudoxhill. Of these, the Congregational chapel at Trudoxhill
is the least known although there can be few chapels whose roots go back
further. Its real founder was the Rev Henry Butler and the original seat of the
congregation not Trudoxhill, but Witham Friary.
Butler, born in 1624, was a celebrated Puritan Divine and not only a pastor,
but also a man of action. I le was educated at Cambridge and in 1654 went
out to that Puritan paradise, New England, but returned to take up a cure at
Dorchester. Butler flourished exceedingly under the Commonwealth and was
appointed to the living of Yeovil, said to be worth £ 1,000 a year at a time
when one could live comfortably on ,£40.
Call no man happy, however fortunate, until he is dead, said Euripides and
with the restoration of Charles II in 1660 Butier's day of tribulation came upon
him. He refused to accept the Act of Uniformity which made the use of the
Book of Common Prayer compulsory, was deprived of his living, heavily
fined, and spent some time in the notorious Ilchester jail. Butler finally sought
refuge from persecution in Witham Friary. It was a good choice. Witham is
not exacdy easily accessible today. In the 17th century it was a wild area of
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wood and marsh, remote and secluded, sparsely populated, and only
approached by one or two appalling lanes knee deep in mud in winter and
heavily rutted in summer. Moreover, there was no resident Anglican priest,
the little church being served from Cloford.

Even here Butier was not entirely free from persecution, for Squire
Wyndham, a Member of Parliament, lived in the parish, an ever present
representative of the Law. Like their friends in Horningsham, who met in the
woods near Heaven's Gate, the dissenters of Witham and Trudoxhill were
driven to meet in Postiebury and Bradley Woods. In Nunney, this memory
was handed down generation after generation so as late as 1855, a Mrs Miles
could still recall how her great-grandmother had gone out to worship in
Bradley Woods with the nonconformists of Trudoxhill.

The once wealthy Buder eaked out his existence on an income of £25 a
year, but did much good and his cause grew. There was a big enough
congregation in "Friary" by 1688 to be among those who thanked James II
for his Edict of Toleration. The Toleration Act of 1689 no doubt eased Buder's
position, but it came late in the day, for by this time his health was declining.
He died on April 24, 1696, aged 72, and was buried at Witham. The burial
entry does not accord him the tide of "reverend," but he is given that of
"mister," a handle reserved in those days for people of consequence.

It has been suggested that the Buder family, who farmed at Lower Westbarn
in Witham for nearly 150 years up to 1878, later returned there from 1928-53
were descendants of the Rev Henry Buder. This is unlikely. There is a gap of
36 years from his death in 1696 to the appearance of John Buder in 1732 in
which there appears to be no members of the family in the parish. It is probably
that the Witham Buders were descended from a family of that name at Litde
Elm, now Chantry.

Buder does not appear to have acquired a building for worship in Witham
and this may have been because one already existed at Trudoxhill within easy
walking distance to a generation that knew how to use its legs. A tradition
survived in Trudoxhill up to 1855 that there had been an earlier meeting house
than the present one, which occupied a house higher up in the village, then
occupied by Uriah Cooper, a cabinet maker. This was said to have caused
great offence to one aged Anglican lady who attended Nunney Church and
walked back through the fields behind the White Hart rather than pass the
meeting house. Extremes meet and she was later said to have been converted.

Nevertheless, up to the middle of the 18th century at least, the Trudoxhill
Meeting House drew its most substantial support from Witham.
Nonconformity was particularly strong among the yeoman families, the
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Lushs, of Barrow Farm, the Crooms, of Quarr Hill, the Hoopers, Kings, Coles
and Smithicks. The Smithicks were rather grand and it was long remembered
in Trudoxhill how the last of them, who died in 1812, used to go around
wearing the old-fashioned and splendid garments of his ancestors. To ties of
religion were added those of blood. William Ellen, of Wanstrow, another
strong congregationalist, married Mary Lush in 1696, while Joseph Lush
married Mary Hooper in 1705.

Despite these flourishing roots in Witham, Trudoxhill became the seat of
the meeting. It was a good halfway house between Witham and Nunney, while
the Rev Richard Jones, who appears to have succeeded Butler in charge of
the congregations, lived in Nunney. He was well placed to keep and eye open
for a suitable meeting house and in 1717 bought the present building from
Robert Newport There had been a house on this site at least since 1568 when
William Daniel, of Marston Bigot, leased it from the Marquiss of Winchester,
Lord of the Manor of Nunney, at a rent of 2d a year.

In 1618 it was the property of John Flower, who lived at Longbridge
Deverill, and of Eleanor Gane, ofTrudoxhill. Another John Flower sold the
property to Robert Newport and his son, Robert, in 1665, and the younger
Newport built the present house in 1699, incorporating a havdsome date stone
commemorating himself and his wife, Ann. This still survives.

Jones made the house over to 16 trustees, seven from Witham (including
three members of the Lush family), seven from Nunney, one from Marston
Bigot (Thomas Smithick the younger) and one from Wanstrow, William
Ellen). In July, 1717, the house was licenced and "henceforth permitted and
allowed for a congregation or religious assembly." Money was now needed
to convert the premises from a dwelling to a place of worship, a task entailing
the removal of the upper floor, various partitions, and the construction of a
small gallery. The building had also to be pewed. It was probably at this time
that a dormer window was inserted in the east end to light the gallery.
Fortunately, the outside facade facing Foghamshire Lane was untouched and
it retains a domestic character to this day.

If the Newports were to return, they would still recognise their neat and
substantial stone house with its inimitable curved facade as it follows the
contours of the lane. Its eight pretty mullioned window, complete with drip
moulds, are placed one above the other in a bid for classical symmetry and
make no concessions to ecclesiastical norms. A string course adds interest

A subscription list was opened to pay for these alterations and raised £ 146
19s 9d in 1718. Among those who gave was a Mr Singer, probably Walter
Singer, father of Mrs Elizabeth Rowe, the Frome poet Apart from several local
farmers, the names of Mr Bates and Dr Cotton appear, almost certainly the
dissenting ministers at Warminster and Horningsham respectively. The
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chapel received a further injection of funds in 1725 when Mrs Elizabeth
Mompesson, of Babington House, gave £100 to be divided between Trudoxhill
and Hook Lane for the upkeep of the ministry. This lady was also remembered
as having paved the execrable lane between Nunney and Trudoxhill with broad
stepping stones to allow the righteous to come dry- shod to chapel.

A fine pewter collecton plate inscribed "Trudox Hill Meeting" must also
have been a gift about this time. It was made in London and no doubt much
prized by a rural congregation. By 1737, ten of the original trustees had died
or withdrawn and 12 new ones were appointed. These included Henry Way,
a woolcomber, of Upton Noble. Thomas Croom, yeoman, of Witham (he died
in 1740, but the widow "Crum" was still among the congregation six years
later), Joseph Springer, a Nunney baker, John Coles the younger, of
Tytherington, a maultster, William Newport the younger, a Nunney farmer,
and Robert Miles, clothier, of Nunney, who was to be a pillar of the chapel
until his death in 176'7. Another of the new trustees was Willliam Lush, of
Barrow Farm. His family, which originally came from Dorset, had been
faithful to the dissenting cause in good times and in bad. It was remembered
of this family that on Sundays they would send two of their sons on horseback
to Trudoxhill Chapel where they had to hear and memorise the sermon which
they then repeated to the assembled family on their return to Barrow. The
story is that the older members of the family had already been fined or
imprisoned for their dissenting views and dared not risk arrest again. Therefore
the youths, who had not been impeached, were sent, with the precaution of
fast horses lest the agents of the law should appear.

This tradition, which was extant in Trudoxhill in 1855, probably refers not
to anything that happened at the chapel but to those earlier days of persecution
in the time of Charles II and the clandestine meetings in the woods. The last
of the Witham Lush's died in 1801, but the name is still well known in
Kilmington.

Although protected by licence and law, the 18th century was not an easy
time for nonconformists and their meeting house at Trudoxhill often suffered
from the attentions of vandals. These were especially active at the time of the
Trudoxhill Revel which took place on Holy Thursday. From this point of view
the chapel was badly situated. Opposite was a great elm tree under which
booths were set up, and numerous temporary pubs known as "bush houses"
were opened.

The present Chapel House was one of these, used for drinking and
dancing. Proceedings habitually degenerated into drunken brawling, or
even brutal fighting, and moved on to the destruction of property. The
Meeting House windows had to be protected by heavy wooden shutters
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which survived in situ at least until 1850. Later, the congregation suffered
from a "loose rabble" who let birds into the chapel during the evening service
with the object of putting out the candles. Farmer William Rabbbits, of
Brambles, took action against them with complete success and his worldly
affairs were said to have prospered greatly thereafter.

Competition made its appearance in 1746 in the shape of the Wesleyans,
who were active in the Lower Woodlands and in Marston Bottom, where a
preacher used the stump of a tree as a pulpit "On one occasion," W.J. I larvey
recorded, "a parish officer came on a grey horse to mark all those who received
parish pay among the hearers with some evil design towards them, but as he
did so a pain seized him in the back which soon broke out in a foul wound
that never was cured."

A similar story is told about the chapel near Marston Pound, later used as
a cow house. This had been built by a notable preacher named Jonathan Barker,
who had contributed £20 out of his own pocket towards its erection. When
the Wesleyans of Trudoxhill went there on Sunday afternoons, they had to
pass a bar on the way. "A vindictive man with an axe wedged up the bar to
make them climb over, but by the next Sabbeth he was dead".

Towards the end of the 18th century, the first burials took place in the
orchard adjoining the chapel. Previous to this local dissenters had been interred
in the graveyards of their own parish churches. The oldest register of
Trudoxhill Chapel was burnt in a fire at Nunney so we have no record of these
early burials. The first is said to have been a Dr Bush who was still living in
1768. The wealthy members were already being entombed in vaults within
the chapel.

During repairs in 1973 stones marking the family vaults of the Miles and
Ball families were discovered. The Miles stone, in front of the pulpit, has been
left exposed, but the Ball tombstones were covered up again before I had the
opportunity of copying the inscriptions. They are just inside the door under
the first pews. The Balls who were strong supporters of the chapel, succeeded
the Hoopers as tenants of a farm in Witham village, now converted into a row
of cottages, but long known as Balls' and Hoopers'.

In 1762, David Hughes was ordained pastor and remained for 40 years. He
lived in a cottage at Primrose Hill, Nunney, and served several congregations
in the area. Hughes was succeeded by the Rev David Watts, whose
descendants farmed at Court in West Woodlands into the 1920s. There his
great grand-daughter was barbarously murdered while her parents were out
The murderer was never caught

The opening of Watts' ministry was marked by the purchase of a two-
handled silver commuion cup on March 11, 1803. The cost was £s 13s 6d
and the cup still exists. It bears the London hallmark for 1802 and is engraved
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The facade of Trudoxhill Chapel bearing the date 1699 and the initials of the builders, Robert and
Ann Newport. A string course protects the mullioned windows which give a domestic character to
the chapel.

The interior of Trudoxhill Chapel about 1973 with pulpit in the place of honour for the preaching
of The Word The upper windows lighted first floor rooms before removal of the floor.
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with the sacred monogram and the words "Trudox Hill Meeting". For the first
time the trustees saw fit to provide their pastor with a home, the present Chapel
House being bought from Dr Spencer, of Hindon, in 1812. This was retained
by the chapel until 1961 when, being seriously out of repair, it was decided
to sell the house. So greatly have property values changed in the intervening
years that the then valuation of £250 seems hardly credible.

It was also in Mr Watts' time that the Sunday School was established under
the supervision of Benjamin Newport, one of the deacons of the chapel, and
held in his cottage. It later moved to the gallery inside the chapel until during
the ministry of Mr. Calloway (1823-37) a special school room was built behind
it This now serves as a vestry. At its height in the middle of the 19th century
the school had 50 pupils, exactly 25 of each sex.

Shortly before this time begins the long connection between the chapel and
the Hoddinott family. James Hoddinott came into Witham parish in 1781 when
he married Hannah Rossiter and took over what is now Witham Hall Farm. It
was then known as Dairy Farm, or Witham Hole, from the original farmhouse
being built in a hollow. The Duke of Somerset provided a new farmstead about
1860, now the home of Mr and Mrs. Miles, and this was named first New
Manor Farm and later Witham Hall. The old farmhouse was restored about
1970 by Mr and Mrs James White who revived the expressive vernacular name
of Witham Hole.

Although Mr Hoddinott became a deacon ofTrudoxhill Chapel in 1820, he
also seems to have been happy as an Anglican. Broadly speaking the
Hoddinotts baptised at Witham and buried at Trudoxhill, the Anglicans so
getting the best of the bargain. However, Richard and John, the sons of Simon
and Fanny Hoddinott of Dirty (Nutty Coppice) Farm, were christened there
in 1837.

Witham Hole became a place of resort for nonconformists such as Thomas
Green, of Sheppard's Barton, who records in his diary how he took tea with
Farmer Hoddinott and his daughter, Mrs. Rose, and after being regaled with
cake and wine, rode back to Frome in the cool of the evening. Patrarchical
James Hoddinott... beloved for his virtues and esteemed for his intergity", died
in 1837, but the descendants of George Hoddinott of Barrow Farm, continued
the family connection with Trudoxhill Chapel.

His son, Simon, who died in 1863, was a deacon and trustee, as was his
grandson, Edward Hoddinott who lived on until 1885. Six Hoddinotts appear
as trustees in a deed of]1891. Some of these were still living in 1917, but
George's great-grandson, Edward John Hoddinott of Witham Hall, was the
leading layman among the congregation until his death in 1916. Another
descendant of George, his great-granddaughter, Miss Lilian Hoddinott who
lived in Weymouth Road, is remembered by many, was the last of the family
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to attend the chapel where she was buried in 1941.
A second family long associated with the chapel by blood if not by name,

were the Newports. As we have seen, the premises were bought from them in
1717. William Newport was a trustee in 1737. Benjamin Newport ran the
Sunday School in the early 19th century, and was a deacon from 1831 until
his death in 1847.

One of the trustees in 1917 was another Benjamin Newport, a retired
butcher. His great-niece, Mrs. C. V. White, of Weymouth Road, who died in
1971, was a keen supporter of the chapel and acted as Minute Secretary. I am
indebted to her for much of the material on which this article is based. The
19th century was one of continuous progress for Trudoxhill Chapel. In 1845,
the congregation abandoned a spartan tradition by allowing the introduction
of a stove which made the chapel drier and more comfortable.

Soon after, it was repewed, the old higgeldy-pigeldy arrangement of square
pews under which people faced all four ways, some even with their

Trudoxhill Chapel in 1850, a sketch from memory by W.J. Harvey now amongst the chapel records at
the County Record Office, Taunton.

backs to the preacher, being done away with. About 1855, the old dormer
windows which lighted the gallery in the east end was replaced by the present
one and the gallery renewed. At the same time the east end was raised in a
parapet to well above the level of the original eaves. This rather spoilt the
symmetry of the building.

The amenities of Trudoxhill Chapel were completed in 1897-98 by the
addition of a new school room built to commemorate the Diamond Jubilee of
Queen Victoria. It replaced a small stable where the non-resident pastors had
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been wont to leave their horses. The new room which connected to the chapel
by an interior door, was erected by the Frome firm of Hodder at a cost of £56
thanks to Mr. Hoddinott giving the stone free. The Somerset and Wilts Journal
described it as "very pretty". The building was marked by a date stone
inscribed: "Sunday School - 1897 - Jubilee Year," but this is now much the
worse for wear.

The original licence of 1717 did not include permission to solemnise
marriages. This was rectified in 1957 and Miss Marion Baldwin and Mr. David
Haine, of Whatley, had the distinction of being the first couple to be married
in Trudoxhill Chapel on August 10 of that year.

REMINISCENCES OF A COUNTRYMAN: BUCKLAND
DINHAM IN THE 1920S.

By Walter G. Carver
In the early twentieth century I was fortunate enough to be born into a

village community where everyone knew each other, and lived in a peaceful
harmony. Our family home dates back in village history for several hundred
years. My parents were both well respected, and worked very hard to bring
us up. My father was a tool maker by trade, afterwards a farm labourer and
finally a gardener for many years.

Buckland Dinham was my home village, and consisted of a Church,
Wesleyan chapel, coffee room cum hall, 2 pubs, many farms, several "select"
houses, a Vicarage, smithy, carpenters shop, mason, 2 shops (one having a
bakery and the other the post office), the resident village constable, and the
rank and file of villagers.

No oridinary villager had much money - how could they, on wages of
around 16/- per week of 60 to 70 hours in some cases; but they all worked
hard, each one had a large vegetable garden, which yielded them much
foodstuff. To supplement his income, my Father became village barber for
many years, cutting hair for 2d. per time, the customers coming to him. I
attended the village school, which was staffed by a head mistress and her
assistant She was very strict, but most thorough in her teaching, and I have
much to thank her for. We greatly respected her, and, childlike sometimes
hated her. You were either "good" or paid the penalty by the cane for not being
so. We were not always "good". The assistant used to accompany the morning
hymn and our music lessons on her violin, and we looked forward to these
occasions. It was fun to us but I do not remember what it sounded like.

In those days the cattle were driven by road, and yo can imagine the
condition of it after perhaps 70 cows had passed along. In the Springtime the
head mistress used to pay some of id. for each trolley load of manure collected
from the streets and delivered to her garden. Several of us had trolleys and
one week I earned 7d. and didn't I feel rich.
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A sick club was in being in those days, and on a certain day the fund was
distributed to its members. It was called "Club Day". The members paraded
for Church service first (you would never have mustered them together
afterward, with money to burn) then marched up the street led by a band from
Coleford, usually to a field, where amusements were set up, with refreshments,
etc., ending up with dancing to the bank. Outside the Bell Inn I have seen a
visiting stall set up which sold almost anything. It was a great event One penny
went a long way in those days. It could buy 4 ozs. of sweets, a small loaf or
a bottle of lemonade to name a few things. We sometimes bought the lemonade
to get hold of the marble stopper by breaking the top. Later on you cold buy
5 Woodbine cigarettes for the penny.

Motor cars were not plentiful, so the Doctor, if called in from Frome, came
by horse and trap, as did also the police superintendent on occasions. My first
introduction to the bicycle was one owned by my Father. It had solid tyres
and the brake was a rubber pad pressed down on the front wheel by a lever,
often with disastrous results, and it was a fixed wheel. We learned to ride it
in time, and eventually carried a passenger on the back step. This became the
mode of travelling, two, and sometimes three, on one bicycle. Up to that time
we walked everywhere. Night riding often meant one oil lamp between three
cycles. We looked forward to Friday for it was delivery day for the "Standard",
and, if funds would allow, "Comic Cuts" and Chips.

Monday was cake delivery day with custard tarts, doughnuts, etc., at seven
for sixpence, and all delivered by horse and trap from Frome. Occasionally
we were visited by tinker White carrying his wares of tin cans and lids of every
description imaginable. He walked, of course. Then there was the odd organ
grinder with his pet monkey or bear, and the knife grinder who also repaired
china ware. We also had a visit at one time of a group of German bandsmen,
five or six playing in the street some fine musical items. We were thrilled, but
we were told by our elders that they were really German spies. It was always
a recognised saying even then, that the Germans were going to invade England
one day.

Gone are the hoops and tops which gave us so much fun; entertainment was
taken care of for the young folk with a social evening once a week at the
Vicarage and at a village club with games (cards, draughts, darts, etc., and
billiards). The charge for membership was l/- per quarter ordinary, or l/6d. if
you played billiards. That extra "tanner" excluded us younger ones, as we had
a job to rake up the "bob" even, but we had fun, and used to visit other village
clubs and compete in games, with the home team providing refreshments.
Some walked, some cycled and some were privileged to be conveyed by
carriage.
Then there was the gypsy lady who called on us at intervals. She used to
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arrive with her husband by pony and gig. The husband was left in the gig,
whilst his wife used to sit on the back door step with her basket of ware, talking
to my mother. Her husband was a patient chap, for he was kept waiting for
half an hour or more while the two ladies were nattering away. I wonder what
the conversation was all about? The gypsy lady didn't worry about a sale, in
fact, she often left some pegs or something with no charge, just for luck. Who
could deny them that little good-natured gossip? - What a community spirit!

We had street lamps, and these were attended to by a villager who carried
a ladder around in the morning to clean and prime the paraffin lamps, then
went around in the early evening to light them, and again about l o p.m. to put
them out His ladder had crooks to put over the column arms to enable him to
do his job. He travelled in all winds and weather, a very conscientious person
indeed.

Through the kindness of some ladies and friends we learned to do fretwork
and basket work, and to make net bags. Then the Vicar's wife formed a dancing
class, and many of us enjoyed the dances which originated from those classes.
I can hear her now, saying "One, Two, Three-One, Two, Three".

Traffic through the village was mostly horse-drawn. One exception was
Taylor's steam engine pulling its heavy load of timber up the hill. When the
roads were slippery it had to block up the load, uncouple, and drive the engine
up to the village blacksmith to have plugs driven into the driving wheels to
give a better grip and enable them to continue the journey to Radstock.

We went to service twice on Sunday and also to Sunday school. Often we
came home after Evening Service and sat around the harmonium singing
hymns, accompanied by my Father, who was self taught It was a matter of
great concern when one of the community died. The village was notified by
the tolling of the "Death Bell" which told the sex of the deceased, one bell for
a man, two for a woman and three for a child. This was followed by tolling
out the age of the dead person. The same was repeated on the funeral day,
commencing at the time of the cortege, with hand bier, leaving the house,
quickening as it neared the Church and continuing for a short while after the
interment It was a sad, but sincere show of sympathy. If you should happen
to be in the street when the cortege was passing, you automatically stood still
with hat in hand until it had passed by, so far from the indifference of to-day.

When walking to Frome we often passed by a large "Wall" of block stone,
ready cubed to be cracked by hand, for an agreed price. I can visualise one
old workman, "Charlie", now, sat on a sack with his clay pipe in his mouth,
merrily cracking away at his pile. Different sized hammers with hazel stick
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handles were used to break down the stone to about l .5 to 2 inches.
If a stranger spoke to a local, he could be fooled by the "Aarh, Aarh" of the

Somerset dialect but these words showed that he was being summed up, given
the once over, as it were. If he was approved he was accepted, if not then it
was a case of proceed with caution.

The muddy roads were scraped by an ingenious wheeled scraper that was
pulled across the road by two men, scraping the mud to one side of the road.
You soon learnt which was the cleaner side, even in the dark. I had a part-
time job in my schooldays working for a local farmer. This was taking the
cows (about 48) to the field after milking about 8 a.m. and getting them in
again at 4 p.m., cutting a large box of firewood daily, and cleaning the knives
and forks and boots and leggings on Saturdays. I got l/6d. per week for all this.
The collie dog, Jack, and I became firm friends and he was often to be found
in our house under the table, waiting for me to come home from school. We
then drove the 48 cows out, and he insisted on bringing up the rear with his
section of 20.

We celebrated Guy Fawkes night in great style. Chinese crackers at 26 for
id., cannons '/ad. each and there were also Catherine Wheels, Hoppers, etc.,
but it culminated in big bangs made by home-made cannons, i.e. a piece of
iron tubing, cannon was rammed with wet paper, and the results were really
terrific. I remember that one of my friends cannons misfired, and he took it to
his home and put it in the fire to clear it It cleared it alright, but blew out the
old hob grate in the process. When we went to find him the room was a
shambles, with irate parents in a filthy temper. Luckily there were no casualties.

Buckland Dinham about 1900 from a postcard sent by 'E. D.' to Miss E. Yates
on 26th March 1905. 'I hope you will like this P. C.' says the writer.
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There were of course, the odd eccentrics, such as the man who lived next
door to us and used to keep his pony in the sitting room, at which nobody
worried. Another used to come home drunk and shut his wife and Mongol
child outside all night There were people who did a midnight "flit". They were
there in the evening but gone by the morning, leaving no trace.

A day trip to Bristol (3/6d. for adults) was really an occasion and seemed
like an adventure into another world. To catch the train you had the choice of
walking to Frome station, 3½ miles, or going across muddy fields and a
farmyard to Mells station, 3 miles, but we were too excited to notice the
walking until we had to walk home. I was fascinated by bus tickets, which I
had not seen before, and collected scores of them.

I remember one young villager who was hustled off to Australia, never to
return, because he had got a servant girl into trouble. That was a great scandal
and it took many years for his highly respected parents to live it down.

My first full time job was on a farm nearby. Soon after starting the boss
decided to give up milk for beef, which meant there were always cattle on the
move, so I became a drover. (Cattle were driven by road then). I remember I
had to take two fat cows from Buckland Dinham to a butcher at Highbury for
Christmas. When I arrived at my destination the butcher was so pleased to see
me that he have me l/6d. and a huge slice of Christmas pudding. That was a
rewarding sum, and it eased the fact that I had to walk home, about 6 miles,
most of it in the dark.

My Grandfather was a "peeler", or early policeman, and I remember playing
with the paraffin lamp he used to wear on a belt round his waist It had a huge
bulbous magnifying glass and an internal slide which cut off light when not
required. Talking of paraffin, that and candles were the only means of lighting
we had, lamps indoors and lanterns outside. I often wondered how my Mother
managed to sew the leather gloves she made to supplement our income. She
had to walk to Frome Temperance Hotel, Portway, to meet the agent of a
Westbury firm and pick up a dozen pair of gloves, to be sewn up and returned
next week, for which she was paid 3/6d., after walking all the way. She was
often sewing in the small hours of the morning. Those were really distressing
times and I could recall many others.

But things are different to-day and we should be grateful for our improved
situation, but please spare a thought for the people to whom we owe so much;
for their love and care for our well-being. At the time of writing I noticed that
the old smithy was being demolished, to make room for-what?

This is Buckland Dinham as I remember it.
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ELIZABETHAN WANSTROW: A SURVEY
Wanstrowe nup (nuper = lately) Bullers als. Chyrchwanstrowe
Custumary Tenants
Fyne (illegible) John Davies holdyth by promyse without copie one Cotage,

a barne, a garden, one orchyrd cont. in all by est di(half) acre, iii acres of mede
and iii acres arr(able) lande in the comen feildes and payeth yerely iiis.iiid.

Agnes Bewlye holdeth by custome i tente(ment), a barne, a garden and
orcharde plott cont in all by est i acre, i grove of underwoode cont ii acres, ii
acres of meade in Langmeade, iii acres mead in Swettewill, xiiii acres arr.
land in the feildes and payeth yerely viis iiid.

Edwarde Higden and John his bastard sonne holde by copie dated theXIth
of March anno Scdo etTertio Phi et Marie (l556), a tente, a garden and ii closes
of pasture called Brodemeade cont by est iiii or acres and XII acres land and
mede in the feildes and payeth yerely IXs. ? (illegible)

Willm" Corpe and Stephen his sonne holde by copy dated as before a
Cotage, a barne and garden and iii closes of pasture and mede cont by est V
acres arr. land in the feildes and payeth yerely (illegible)

Willm" Clerke and Robert his sonne holde by copie dated the Vlth of March
anno Ph(illip) & M(ary) (1555) one cotage, a barne and garden plott with ii
acres mede in Longmede and iii acres arr. lande in the feildes and payeth
yerely iiiis.

Mort (Thomas Hill?) and Willm° his sonne holde by copye dated as before
l cotage with a close of pasture adioyninge cont by est l acre VI acres arr. land
in the feildes and di rod inclosed (?) by est in Swetwills and payeth yerely iiiis
id ob.(obolus = halfpenny).

Stephyen Rodway (?), John Thelder and John the yonger his sonnes holde
by copie dated as before i tente Rovcles and di places (?) with a close of pasture
called the backside cont by est acre, i close called Cornerclose cont 1 acre, l
close of pature called Colwith cont V acres, l close inclosed in Colwith in
exchang for Indirs (?) cont ii acres, 1 close of pasture called Over Colles cont
iiii or acres, one othyr called Nethercolles cont. ii acres, i called Water close
cont ii acres, XVIII acres arr. lande and mede in the feildes and payeth yerely
XXIs VId.
Fyne xxxiiii1 Isobell Swete and Willm Swete and his first sonne holde by
copye dated as before the capital mess(uage) ther with a curtalage, a garden
& orcharde cont i acre di arr mede in ii parcells, one tente Roucles called
Hoops cont XV acres of pasture mede in Severall, and xvii acres arr. lande
inclosed in ii closes, xxxiiii acres di arr land more lyenge in the North and
South feildes and the moyte of one Cotag at Splott with the appurtenances
and payeth at iiii ortermes yerely XXIs viid.
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Summa XXVIs iid

TENANTS BY INDENTURE
Fyne VI Li Willrrr Swete, Agnes his wiffe and Roger his brother holde by
Indenture for terms of their Lyves being dated the iiiith of March anno iido
et iiitio Phi et Marie (1556), IX acres of coppice of the demeynse called
Inwoods late in the tenure of Willm North and paith at iiii or usual termes
IXs
John (mort) Baby, Alice his wiffe and John Baby ther sonne holde by
Indenture for terms of their Lyves dated the Xth of March anno Scdo Rx.
Henry VIII (i5ll) the halfe of a tofte of land mede and pasture called
woodhouse cont by est V acres and Vacres of lande and mede in the feildes
and paith yerely iiiis iiid.
The same John, Alice and John Holde buy anothyr lease dated as before one
Tofte of land, mede and pasture called Lynchams Tenement and a close of
pasture adioyninge cont in all by est XX acres, 1 acre land in hill and l acre
land in southfeild and paieth yerely XIIs.
Mr. that John Norton, Alice his wiffe and Thomas Fur - (illegible) reversion
hereof by Indenture for terme of their Lyves dated the Xlth of March anno ii
do et iii tio Phi et Marie Rex and Regina (1556).
Fyne LXXs. John Roo and Johan his daughter hold by Indenture for terme
of their Lyves dated the Xllth of August iido et iii tio (Philip and Mary
omitted) Rex et Regina (1556), 1 close of pasture callede Woodgrene cont.
iiii acres and paieth yerely Vs.
Note: the tenante is bound to build a house of ii coupells which he hath done.
John Geffreys tenante to Mathewe Grene payeth for a watercourse to Grene's
wiffe in Wanstrowe yerely at Michaelmas Vis.
There is a rent coming out of the mannor ofMerson Bygottto Wanstrowe
Bullers payable at the Feast of St. Michell only Vs.
Nota: Mathewe Grene esquire claymeth the rent of Vs. and sayeth he ought
to have it and not Buller.
John Still holdeth a garden plott in Frome and ii acres arr. land in the feildes
and payeth yerely V.s
Note: that the land in Frome although it be charged in Wanstrowe is no parcell
of Wanstrowe, neither was sold by Buller to the Lorde Stourton as it is said.
Summa totalis of Wanstrowe Bullers £VI Vs. iiid.
There is a woode called In woodes cont by est XV acres of XI yeres growethe
the nature hasill, thorne, withye and ashe.

PRO: LR2/191 RH72-73
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Transcribed by Michael McGarvie
March 1989
N.B. The last date mentioned in this terrrier is 1556 but it is presumably a

few years after this date as some of the tenants had died since its compilation.
It must be prior to 1577 when Mathewe Grene died. The survey seems to
represent that part of Wanstrow which belonged to Muchelney Abbey and
was held by John Buller in 1485. Later it was bought by Hugh Sexey, of
Bruton.

NOTES
THE FIRST QUARRYMASTER: WILLIAM BEAUCHAMP OF

NORTON HALL
It was my pleasure recently to talk to a man of 93 about quarrying. Nothing

unusual about that, you may think; there are many old timers about What
added particular interest to this encounter was that my informant is the
grandson of William Beauchamp, who can be regarded as the real founder of
quarrying in the Mendips, that is a large scale commercial business. Three
generations only; it does not seem long for an industry which has had such
an impact

William, born Beachim, came from a farming family which had lived at
Mells for generations. He was born at what is now St Edmund's Farm at
Vobster on SO October, 1831, fourth son ofZebedee Beachim, yeoman, and
tenant of the Horner family of Mells. His background was not the usual
farming one: his father Zebedee was said to be 'an exception to the generality
of farmers' while his uncle, Stephen Steeds, was the founder of the Westbury
Iron Co. We know nothing of his education - he may have gone to the local
school at Mells - but whoever taught him succeeded in stimulating his mind.
He could write an entertaining letter in a good hand, was interested in geology
almost to a professional standard and had a wide knowledge of music.

A relative, Richard White, also born in Melis, has recorded that William
began life'with the proverbial half-a-crown' (a coin equal to 12.5p.). His first
job was driving an engine at Newbury colliery and it was to the coal industry
that he was first drawn. He turned out to be the John Yeoman of his day, bold
and original, ambitious and confident in his own judgment At the age of 30
he became manager of the Malago Vale Colliery near Bristol and from this
base applied for and received the job of manager of Vobster Colliery,
somehow being able to run them both in tandem. Vobster was considered a
difficult colliery because of the broken nature of its seams and no doubt
William's local knowledge was a decisive factor in his getting the post
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At this time the network of railways was spreading throughout the country
William grasped at once the value of rail transport and was instrumental in
linking Vobster Colliery with Mells Road Station by a loop line a mile in
length. He realized that stone as well as coal could be carried by rail and
opened his first quarry at Vobster. With his geological knowledge, it did not
take William long to appreciate the superiority of the Mendip carboniferous
limestone, Mendip 'granite' as he called it, to the limestone of Vobster. In 1867
he took a lease from the Strode family of Waterlip quarry in Cranmore, linking
it to the East Somerset Railway by a tramway. Later Winsor Hill, near Shepton
Mallet, remarkable in its day for a 30 acre spread and 70ft. depth, was acquired.
William's asphalt, protected by 'Her Majesty's Royal Letters Patent' and made
by 'special patent machine process' was said to surpass all rivals.

Although Mendip 'granite' became famous, coal was not neglected, Old
Welton and Farrington Gurney collieries cominginto William's ownership. I
Ie was also proprietor of Radstock Wagon Co. which turned out a wagon a
day. Among all his businesses, he employed 1,000 hands and, says Richard
White, supplied 'many thousands of tons of asphalted gravel or small stone
for esplanades, pathways etc. both far and near making thereby a princely
fortune'. Mused Richard: 'Men of this class want two lifetimes, one to get
money and another to enjoy the result'.

The farmer's son bought Norton Hall, near Radstock, which became
renowned as a pleasant family seat'. 1 le adopted a more aristocratic spelling
for his name: Beauchamp instead of Beachim, although he always retained
Beachim as a middle name. (In time the family acquired a coat-of-arms and
his son, Frank, became a baronet and I ligh Sheriff.) William became known
as a philanthropist, building the Drill Hall at Midsomer Norton and being
largely responsible for the Wesleyan Chapel at Norton Down. He erected 500
modern workers' cottages in which he took great pride. William married in
1862 Fanny Vigis, of Coleford (died 1918) by whom he had a large family.
He died on 1 March, 1894, aged 62, and was buried at Midsomer Norton.

A LOCAL KEW: THE GARDEN AT MILLARDS HILL
G. B. Milne - Redhead was tenant of Millards Hillfrom 1904 and bought

the house at the sale of the Marston estate in 1905. He lived there until about
1922 and established a notable garden. This is an account of a visit by the
Frome Field Club about 1919. The pleasure grounds were described as 'well
- matured' in 1905 and there was a miniature park with a ha-ha and a rustic
wood and thatch summer house.

Members once more assembled at Witham Station, to the number of
about 20. Weather conditions were vastly different from those of the last
occasion. After the members of the party had made their way across the hot
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fields to Millard's-hill, and entered the postern of the famous garden, they were
greeted at one and the same time by a cool and refreshing breeze and a warm
welcome from Mr. and Mrs. Milne-Redhead.

Suddenly they had passed into an enchanted land. The familiar fields, with
their "red robins" and moon daisies, had given place to beds with every variety
of soil, encircled with the soft turf of a smooth lawn. Rare and beautiful plants
from every part of the world luxuriate in these beds. Here is the birch (betula
nana), which has always been the sign of an arctic flora both to botanist and
geologist, and hard by is an exquisite cowslip from the Himalayan mountains.
A handsome white Michaelmas daisy turns out to be olearea stellata, a hedge
bush from far distant New Zealand. A shapely young tree, which resembles
ajuniper, is really the renowned cryptomerias, trees of which with their smooth
red trunks in gigantic avenues-cast a sacred shade around Japanese temples.
A rose in full bloom, the young shoots of which show blood-red in the
sunshine, hails from China.

This grove of blue gums, with their leaves hanging perpendicular to the
sun, carries our fancy to Australia.

But not only has Mr. Milne-Redhead's wizard touch persuaded plants from
every clime to live side by side - he has also fostered many beauties of the
English flora. Every variety is provided for. In this piece of moorland peat
grow together the English cranberry with its pink star-like flowers, the bog

An enchanted land: Millards Hill House and gardens in Trudoxhill about 1905. The house
formerly belonged to the Marston Estate and was the home of Admiral Sir Courtenay Boyle.
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asphodel and the cross-leaved heath; while close at hand may be the sea
convolvulus or the sea buckthorn from some sandy foreshore. Many who
were not familiar with the buckbean (menyanthes), and had never admired
its exquisite blooms of delicate flesh tint peepingup through some rhinebank
on spongy Sedgmoor, were prepared to hear that it was an exotic variety
from some distant land, and they admired the appreciation of native plants,
which has led Mr. Milne-Redhead to give a place of honour in his garden
to about 400 British rarities.

In this enchanted land at Millard's Hill things are not always what they
seem. A vigorous plant ascending like an ivy, and covering with its apple-
green leaves the trunk of a rare beech tree, turns out to be a climbing species
of hydrangea. A honeysuckle appears as a shrub with vanilla -scented
flowers, while a spindle-tree has the climbing habit of the honeysuckle. A
genus which ordinarily grows as a weak herb, like the groundsel or the
violet, takes on the form of stout woody shrubs. An Irish spurge looks quite
ordinary till one learns that with an infusion from this plant poachers in that
isle poison its streams and secure more than their just share of trout; and
those innocent looking arum-like leaves take on more importance when we
know them to be podophyllum, which with taraxacum was the great pill
ingredient of the old pharmacopoeias. Beauty has by no means been
sacrificed to botanical interest in the local "Kew." The members will not
easily forget the walls covered with purple erinus and crimson dianthus, or
the sides of the house festooned with beautiful creepers. Nor will they forget
the tea so generously provided on the lawn by their kindly host and hostess.

WOODHOUSE CASTLE IN 1850
The following note about Woodhouse Castle was written by the Revd. H.

D. W 'ickham, a member of the well - known Frome clerical and legalfamily.
He wasfor some years curate of St. John the Baptist, Frome. Wickham seems
to have acquired the majority of the papers of the Somerset historian, Revd.
W. Phelps, and this brief account of Woodhouse is interleaved in Phelps'
volume VII which contains unpublished manuscripts dealing with the
Hundred of Frome (British Museum, Additional Manuscript 33, 826, folio
28). It is dated 1st February, 1850.
There is a fine sheet of water in front of the house & immediately at the back
of it are the ruins of the stronghold which was destroyed by Lord Hopton ...
Although well placed on the spur of a ridge, is commanded by an eminence
within cannon shot, from whence tradition says it was breached, ttut litde of
the building now remains beyond the basement storey of a small circular
tower with a projecting semicircular case which contained the spiral
staircase. The entrance is through a low arched doorway, on one side of
which is a wide hearth & on the other an embrasure widening in the inside,
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but placed so low that... if excavations were made this might be found to be
the 1 st floor instead of the basement The walls are strongly built & about 12
feet high & 6 feet thick. Connected with this tower are many foundations of
buildings in one of which was a well, now choked up. Beyond is a flat piece
of ground, perhaps the 3d. of an acre, with a raised terrace on one side, which
was all probably enclosed with walls. Within the last 20 years whilst carrying
away some rubbish from the ruins, several human bones & skull were found,
also a spur pikehead. These are now in possession of Mr. Jameson of
Horningsham.

Woodhouse, which belonged to the Arundels of Wardour, was garrisoned
for Parliament during the Great Civil War, the 66 men being commanded by
a Warminster watchmaker called Wansey. It was besieged by the royalists
under Sir Francis Doddington and surrendered on quarter, 15th July 1644.
Despite this, 14 clothiers who had taken refuge in the castle, were hanged.

BOOK REVIEW
THE STORY OF THE TITFORDS

John Titford, The Titford Family 1547-1947 (Chichester: Phillimore, 1989.
Pp xxx + 239, 68 illus. £20.00).

Interest in family history has increased by leaps and bounds and
genealogical studies have become almost a drug in the market. The pressure
of family searchers has been a major factor in the over-use of original records,
and has led to the use of microfilms. For much serious research this is a grave
misfortune and there is a good deal of animus in some quarters against the
digger for ancestry.

It is the more encouraging to find the history of a single family - essentially
of one male descent of an uncommon name - that is a genuine contribution
to social and local history. Such a book is the present, dealing with the four
centuries down to 1947, starting from the first (almost) certain ancestor,
Richard Tuttford of Bratton (Wilts.). The interest of the book to us is that
members of the family resided in Frome from 1625 to 1860, for 235 years out
of 400. What is more, details of their lives are drawn largely from
nonconformist records and show that the Titfords were characteristic of the
Baptist and Independent strain so prominent in the great cloth town of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Though much is known of later
Nonconformity in Frome, the early story of the Baptist connection is relatively
obscure. This book, even though from, a single peep-hole, throws much light
upon this little studied, but certainly important, factor in the history of the
town and its inhabitants.

Mobility from place to place and from one denomination or social
category to another is the underlying theme of this book. Actual proofs of
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topographical mobility are conveniently summarized in the author's
Conclusion (p. 192). Students would do well to ponder this fundamental fact
of history, destructive of the myth of the English bondman tied to a single
manor or later place of settlement Industrial centres like FromeJ when on the
up-beat have always attracted labour from a distance; only to disgorge the
descendants at the next depression. So the Titfords left Frome from the 1790s,
to better themselves elsewhere, roaming the world and taking up new crafts
and professions.

The wider family, as here presented in a double-spread pedigree (pp.
xxviii-xxix) is a striking confirmation of the historical identity of the
categories of 'yeoman - artisan - professional'. At the present day the
representatives of four branches are: Civil Engineer, Stockbroker, College
Lecturer, Rear-Admiral R. N. These have sprung from Wiredrawers,
Cardmakers, Silk Weavers, Silversmiths, Undertakers; and further back from
I lusbandmen and Shepherds. On the way various kinds of shopkeeping and
commercial travelling have been the means of avoiding (not always) the
poor-house. Mobility was also exemplified by Titfords who went to sea and
travelled the globe.

Mr Titford shows great skill as a research worker and detectable errors are
very few. The oddest is the statement (p. l) that William Edington, founder
of the Priory, was 'Bishop of Salisbury' (really Winchester). There is a
discussion (pp. 136, 138) of the meaning of the trade description of
'Miscellaneous Repos', concluding that it was 'an up-market doss-house' or
the letting of lodgings; but surely it is a contraction for'Repository' meaning
a fancy-goods shop or warehouse (cf. 'Italian warehouseman') and had no
reference to occasional lodgers taken in to make ends meet

Genealogically, the lack of absolute proof of parentage at several points -
frankly admitted - reinforces the findings of many searchers: there is inherent
weakness in most of our sources. Even regularly conforming Anglicans are
often so loosely described in parish registers as to leave many relationships
in serious doubt When, as with the Titfords, much depends on the record-
keeping of several nonconformist denominations, the chances of error are
multiplied. The supreme importance of wills as clinching proof is emphasized
and, owing to the disaster at Exeter in 1942, few of these are available for
Somerset except among the well-to-do, who consistently appear in the
surviving registers of the Prerogative Court of Canterbury.

The comparatively recent history of the family depends largely on
personal collections of photographs, letters and envelopes, postcards and
such miscellanea as ships' menus and educational certificates. Back to the
start Mr Titford has made a diligent effort to discover the family before the
marriage of Richard Tuttford to Alice Smyth at Bratton in 1547. In his main
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text the possibility is discussed of descent from Lincolnshire families, of
Tetford near Horncastle or Tetforthe near Stamford; but in the Addenda (pp.
196-7) is a much more likely clue of Richard Tutford, Scholar of Winchester
College, born at 'Tutford' in the diocese of Winchester. Something may be
added to this: T. F. Kirby's date of'1407' for the election of Tutford should be
amended to 1408-9; an earlier 'Totteford' (Christian name unknown) had been
one of the first Fellows of New College, Oxford, became M. A., and left in
1386 (hall-book); and there are several Totfords of the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries in deeds at Winchester College (Winchester College
Muniments: A Descriptive List, ed. Sheila Himsworth, vols. II, III, 1984)

Though more likely than places in Lincolnshire, Totford near Northington
is not the only possible 'Tutford' in the diocese. In the light of spellings,
Richard 'Tytworthe' in the Lay Subsidy of 1575 (p.5) and of William 'Tidfurd'
(p. 53), Tidworth deserves serious consideration. Whereas North Tidworth is
in Wiltshire and see of Sarum, the adjacent South Tidworth belongs to I
lampshire and the diocese of Winchester, and is only some 20 miles from
Bratton as against 45 to Totford. Furthermore, one John Tudworth was in
1453 attorney on behalf of Lord Hungerford to deliver seisin of Flintford and
Feltham in Frome (HMC, Hastings I, 252).

The book is well printed and produced, but the very wide pages are not
easy to read. It seems a pity that plans and views of the surviving Titford
houses in Frome and elsewhere were not included among the illustrations,
rather than so large a number (36) of documents, few of which add materially
to the well-told story.

John H. Harvey, F.S.G.
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